TV news and shows regarding MISA and Gregorian Bivolaru (March 2004 - October 2005)
2004
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News: "Dozens of members of Gregorian Bivolaru's sect are now being questioned at
the Prosecutor's Office. The authorities started the largest action for detecting human
trafficking in Bucharest.Thus they have reached the MISA members.

4'56"

negative

2 18.03 h 19:00 PRO TVPRO TV

News:"Coordinated by the Prosecutor's Office of the Bucharest Court of Appeal, the
investigation aims first of all to block some drug traffickers and prostitution suspects of
being related to the movement lead by Bivolaru.and it lead to the identification of some
studios where they made porn movies and adult video chats

3'

negative

3 18.03 h 23:15

PRO TV

News:"The investigations verify the presupposed relations of this occult group with the
prostitution and drug traffic networks. Sexual exercises were something usual inside the
movement. For the moment any person wasn't detained even more persons have been
investigated and also Gabriel Bivolaru."

2'10"

negative

4 18.03 h 22:00

ROMÂNIA 1

News:"…more buildings were searched where unauthorized porno and sexual activities
took place." Images from the search are presented, with Madalina Dumitru on the floor
being threatened by gun.

2'30"

negative

5 18.03 h 21:00 REALITATEA TV

News:" During the search the prosecutors and the order service found dozens of girls
who practiced prostitution by internet, hundreds of porno cassettes jewels and important
sums of money."

1'30"

negative

6 18.03 h 23:00 REALITATEA TV

News:"During the search the prosecutors and the order service found dozens girls who
practiced prostitution by internet and hundreds of porno cassettes, jewels and important
sums of money."

7 19.03 h 07:00

ANTENA 1

News:"More than 300 prosecutors and policemen made a search in several locations in
Bucharest and managed to detain dozens persons and to confiscate at least three
trucks with porno cassettes, erotic magazines, drugs and computers used for erotic
video-chat. Judicial sources sustain that the organization is implicated in drugs and
arms traffic."

ANTENA 1

News:"300 policemen, Gendarmes and prosecutors made a search last night in
Ferentari to discover the locations where prostitution, pornography and human
trafficking were practiced." Images from the search are presented with Madalina
Dumitru on the floor being threatened by a gun.

1 18.03 h 22:00

TV station
ANTENA 1

TV news/show. Issue at stake

negative

4'40"

negative

22'

negative

4'10"

negative

News:"Proxenetisme, drugs traffic and pornography on internet. The prosecutors
investigated more than 40 persons and searched the houses of the members of the
movement lead by Gregorian Bivolaru."

50"

negative

News:"The police searched yesterday 15 buildings where prostitution and drug taking
were practiced."

52"

negative

12 19.03 h 06:00 REALITATEA TV

News:" During the searches the prosecutors and the police found dozens girls who
practiced prostitution on internet, hundreds of porno cassettes, jewels and important
sums of money."

1'

negative

13 19.03 h 12:00 REALITATEA TV

News:"The investigators have to answer the complaints of the MISA members parents
that says that their boys and girls are drugged in order to stay far of the family. Those
who are implicated in the organization may be charged with persons arrest."

1'10"

negative

14 19.03 h 21:00 REALITATEA TV

News:"..will be charged with distribution of pornographic materials and drug taking. The
investigators suspect that Bivolaru's organization will earn important sums of money
from these activities."

53"

negative

15 19.03 h 23:00 REALITATEA TV

News:" The members of the movement lead by Gregorian Bivolaru may be charged with
distribution of porno materials and drug taking. The investigators suspect that Bivolaru's
organization will earn important sums of money from these activities."

48"

negative

16 19.03 h 01:00 REALITATEA TV

News: "Members of the group lead by Gregorian Bivolaru could face charges of
pornographic materials distribution and narcotics usage."

45"

negative

8 19.03 h 19:00

9 19.03 h 19:00

PRO TV

10 19.03 h 08:00

PRIMA TV

11 19.03 h 07:30

B1TV

News: "..A hidden world behind some fanatics and a lot of pornography...At least 5
trucks with porno materials and devices for video-chat, thousands of porno films and
DVD, thousands of magazines of the same kind, but also aphrodisiac plants used by the
cast of the porno films, a large quantity of jewels and some substances suspected to be
drugs were seiyed. The prosecutors assert that they have to deal with one of the largest
network of human trafficking in Romania, .the adepts of this movement, a lot of them
being psychically ill, are practicing just the therapy with urine and group sex. The The
techniques for luring and indoctrinating MISA adepts are based on naturist medicine
and the administration of aphrodisiac tinctures that contain narcotics in the limits
admitted by the state, but that provoke hallucinogen reactions, this is the maneuver of
Gregorian Bivolaru's movement because everything is done on the purpose to
annihilate people's will who once entered in the Movement for Spiritual Integration in the
Absolute become spiritual slaves.
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1'

negative

17 19.03 h 00:00 REALITATEA TV

News:" The truth is tragic: destroyed families, psychically and psychically crippled young
people, lost adults. This is the destiny of those who follow Grieg, such as people
nickname Gregorian Bivolaru."

18 20.03 h 18:00

B1TV

News:" posters, books, tones of pornographic materials and posters seized. This is the
result of the action the gendarmes and police officers conducted tonight at Gregorian
Bivolaru's storage locations.”

50"

negative

19 21.03 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

News:"They found hundreds of photos with MISA members naked.(MISA has 22
members, ed. note) Almost all of those who are on the photos are standing and were
naked. (Almost all those who are on the photos wear a bath suit, except few persons)
who are represented naked, ed.note).

2'42"

negative

20 21.03 h 12:00 REALITATEA TV

News:"They also found a basement full of books. They also belong to the Movement for
Spiritual Integration in the Absolute and are about yogi teachings."

45"

negative

21 21.03 h 16:00 REALITATEA TV

News: "In one of the storage boxes they discovered a few hundred of Bivolaru's young
age photos, and the investigators assume that was the very residence of the MISA
leader."

48"

negative

22 22.03 h 19:00

ROMÂNIA 1

News:"Hundreds of policemen, gendarmes and prosecutors made a search in several
buildings where, as they have been informed, the MISA members do illegal activities.
They found at the respective addresses unauthorized porno video-chat accessed from
abroad, jewels electronic devices and important sums of money."

1'15"

negative

23 22.03 h 23:00

ROMÂNIA 1

News:" The general prosecutor George Balan declared that he feels like in a novel of
Kafka, he had not slept since a week, he and the policemen had worked for more than
three weeks and here Gregorian Bivolaru simp0ly escaped."

57"

negative

24 22.03 h 19:00

PRIMA TV

News:"Military sect organization, people that abandoned their families - this is the way
MISA is seen from aside.. Now the prosecutors confiscated from Bivolaru's houses
trucks with pornographic material."

43"

negative

News:"Ionel Blanculescu, the leader of the National Authority for announced that today
that it is possible the National Board for Copyright began a search regarding MISA file.
The National Board for Copyright will verify the way of production of hundreds porno
video cassettes and DVD found at the addresses where the search was made."

3'10"

negative

2'

negative

25 22.03 h 20:00

B1TV

26 22.03 h 12:00 REALITATEA TV

Statement of George Bălan

22.03 h
27 13:00, 15:00 REALITATEA TV

News:" More than 20 searches at domicile were made, ordered by the judges from the
Bucharest Court, and as a result of the materials' analyze, they have been found the
existence of important indices regarding the necessity and the utility of the searches.
Also IRS made 30 verifications of the economic agents that were supposed to have
infringed the law 87/1994 regarding tax dodging."

3'10"

negative

22.03 h
28 20:00, 21:00 REALITATEA TV

News: The actions against Gregorian Bivolaru's group has the code name Christ. The
list of the criminal activities is impressive: money laundering, organized crime, tax
evasion and lack of compliance with copyright laws"

2'10"

negative

29 22.03 h 21:00 REALITATEA TV

News: "Public intoxication act, Gabriel Bivolaru was caught and brought in accompanied
by crowds... "(Gabriel Bivolaru's name appeared six times e.d.n) ]

1'42"

negative

30 23.03 h 23:15

PRO TV

News: "New evidence regarding the strange actions of the group. A few more piles of
porn material, porn videotapes, magazines from the same area and many books about
the art of normal or deviant sex."

52"

negative

ROMÂNIA 1

News: "...Police officers and Gendarmes searched residences where they discovered
evidence leading to the same conclusion: there are deviant sexual techniques practiced
here. They also discovered thousands of almost porn magazines.”

3' 10"

negative

23.03 h
32 12:00, 14:00 REALITATEA TV

News: "The action against Grregorian Bivolaru has the code name Christ. The list of
criminal activities is impressive: money laundering, organized crime, tax evasion and
lack of compliance with copyright laws.”

1'32"

negative

33 23.03 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

News:"Prosecutors of the Bucerest court of Appeal stated today criminal prosecution
began against three people suspected of tax evasion and being members of organized
crime. Such criminal activities may endanger national security . They are also accused
of money laundering."

3'10"

negative

34 24.03 h 23:15

PRO TV

news: " ….Chief police officer Viorel Nemeş, head of Arad customs police apprehended
fugitive Bivolaru who tried to get out of the country illegally tonight at Nădlac customs.

2'13"

negative

35 24.03 h 07:30

B1TV

1'

negative

31 23.03 h

news: " The three prosecutors (George Bălan, Gelu Drăjnăneanu and X) mention the
indictment act against MISA is valid and that the police officers conduct during the
searches on March 18th was non-aggressive.
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36 24.03 h 19:00

PRO TV

News: "The Christ file, the name of the action against MISA: prosecution began against
three people. They are suspected of tax evasion and of being members of organized
crime. Investigators claim their research focuses upon criminal activities liable to
prejudice national security, as well as money laundering."

1'32"

negative

37 26.03 h 19:00

ROMÂNIA 1

News: "The Romania secret services watched the activity of Bivolaru's followers. Many
parents claim their children were lured into the MISA group, they left home and then
presented disturbing behavior and some of them were even institutionalized in a
psychiatric hospitals”

2'10"

negative

38 26.03 h 19:00

ROMÂNIA 1

News: "Members of the movement for spiritual integration into the Absolute experience
conditions similar to slavery."

45"

negative

39 26.03 h 14:00

PRIMA TV

News: " A teacher from a high school in Cluj is charged with enticing many of her
students to join the group led by Gregorian Bivolaru.

58"

negative

40 18:00, 21:00, REALITATEA TV

News: "Neighbors are informed about a suspicious death of one member of the
movement. The other members hid his death from the eyes of the police.”

1'5"

negative

41 26.03 h 21:00 REALITATEA TV

News: Statement of Ioan Rus who considers that procedure aspects and not fact were
taken into consideration for the Gregorian Bivolaru case.

2'15"

negative

42 March

ANTENA 1

News: „….was well developed and as such had no success.” (Aurel Neagu, chief of
Customs Police via phone)

2'36"

negative

ANTENA 1

News: “Evidence is very clear, prosecutors claim. thousands of tapes were seized from
the MISA headquarters. these tapes contain porn movies shot in Romania destined for
the Western markets. (...) It can be seen very clearly that Gregorian Bivolaru had sexual
intercourse with persons below the age of 18 - MISA members. All these evidence
together with Gregorian Bivolaru will arrive at the Prosecutor's Office by the Court of
Appeal to be rule don by a judge..."

12'24"

negative

44 07:11

ANTENA 1

News: After more than 6 hours of deliberations, the prosecutors in Bucharest issued a
29 days arrest warrant for Gregorian Bivolaru”

1'23"

negative

45 29.03 h 17:00

ANTENA 1

News: „..the Christ file referring to Gregorian Bivolaru and his organization”

7'42"

negative

46 29.03 h 19:00

PRO TV

News: "Black magic books were found in one of the storage boxes searched by the
Police - interview with Dana Craescu's mother,

3'10"

negative

47 29.03 h 20:00

PRO TV

News: "Investigators claim it is a paramilitary movement." "Almost all books printed at
the publishing houses owned by the movement, contain advices about urine-therapy,
group sex and erotic photos”

2'34"

negative

48 29.03 h 17:00

PRO TV

News: "Info regarding the file declining competence supplied by chief-prosecutor Pavel
Palcu from the Prosecutor's Office by the Arad Court house

1'23"

negative

PRO TV

News: "The MISA leader is suspect of sexual relations and sexual perversions with a
minor and attempt of border breach... Gregorian Bivolaru is charged with using his
status of Yoga teacher for sexual intercourse with a minor who had been lured to join
MISA and paid to accept sexual perversions.”

2'32"

negative

3'12"

negative

26.03 h
22:00

43 29.03 h 19:00

March h

29.03 h

49 19:00, 23:15

50 29.03 h

ROMÂNIA 1

News: „The customs police officer apprehended Gregorian Bivolaru for illegal attempt of
border breach. He was wearing a black wig and was accompanied by a customs clerk
from Sfantu Gheorghe.”

51 29.03 h 14:00

ROMÂNIA 1

News:" He (Gregorian Bivolaru) is accused of entertaining sexual relations with underaged persons"

1'

negative

52 29.03 h 23:00

ROMÂNIA 1

News:"The accusations against Gregorian Bivolaru are:" infractions as sexual relations
with an under-aged girl and the practice of sexual perversities. The prosecutors
established that during two years Gregorian Bivolaru took advantage of his quality as a
yoga teacher and entertained repeatedly sexual relations with an under-aged girl that
had been attracted to come at MISA."

2'

negative

53 29.03 h 18:00

B1TV

News:" More than 20 searches had been made at the houses of the MISA adepts and a
result were found more video-chats that were working illegally, hundreds of porno
cassettes and DVD, sexy magazines and a lot of papers that were not registered."

1'56"

negative

54 29.03 h 07:30

B1TV

News:"The declaration of Aurel Neagu, chief at the Custody Police - "He was detained
going out unauthorized ... He was masked and was wearing a wig."

2'

negative

55 30.03 h 17:00

ANTENA 1

News:" Watching the march organized by the members of the organization lead by
Gregorian Bivolaru we were impressed by the way they were organized, paramilitary."

4'47"

negative

56 30.03 h 19:00

PRO TV

News: Song „Brother, Brother” (about the alleged relation between Grieg and Gabriel
Bivolaru)

2'10"

negative

57 30.03 h 19:00

ROMÂNIA 1

News:" Gregorian Bivolaru took advantage of his quality as a yoga teacher and abused
of his influence to entertain sexual relations and perversities with an under-aged girl."

54"

negative
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B1TV

News:"The prosecutors remarked that during 2002-2004 Gregorian Bivolaru took
advantage of his quality as a yoga teacher and misused his influence derived out of his
position in order to have repeated sexual intercourse and perversions with a minor.
shed had been previously enticed to join the MISA yoga courses. Investigators claim
that Gregorian Bivolaru gave the minor money and other material assets in order to
have sexual relations with her.”

4'10"

negative

ROMÂNIA 1

News:"He informed himself by the customs worker if he was forbidden to cross the
borders and the Customs Police worker told him that the Gregorian is forbidden to cross
the borders and thus he consequently acted."

3'10"

negative

ANTENA 1

News:"…the human trafficking from Gregorian Bivolaru's houses. The policemen have
seized three tracks with pornographic material, magazines, audio and video tapes,
computers and video cameras."

3'33"

negative

61 21:00

ANTENA 1

News:"…last night, in the headquarters of MISA spiritual leader, Gregorian Bivolaru, the
order forces seized materials from more boxes where the library of the group was
functioning."

2'41"

negative

62 March

ANTENA 1

News:"... Gregorian Bivolaru's paranormal capacities didn't help him too much last
night."

3'40"

negative

63 March

ANTENA 1

News:" Several hundreds of partisans of The Movement for Spiritual Integration into the
Absolute gathered an hour ago in front of the Government. Their meeting was not
authorized."

2'13"

negative

58 30.03 h 07:30

March h

59 19:00

March h

60 19:00

March h

TV station

TV news/show. Issue at stake

64 19:00

PRO TV

News:"The Minister for Administrative and Internal Affairs says that information about
MISA have been gathered even since 1995" Here comes a fragment from Ioan Rus's
speech, Minister of Administrative and Internal Affairs:" We refer to more types of
crimes that stand out there, raging from prostitution to tax dodging."

4'37"

negative

March h
65 19:00

PRO TV

News:"...It is about flesh trade, tax dodging, money laundering and crimes that have to
do with the organized across the borders." "...The Extasy company which exported
several hundreds of young girls, MISA partisans, for prostitution and a great part of the
money returned to the company..."

3'23"

negative

ROMÂNIA 1

"News: This one (Gregorian Bivolaru n. n.) is accused of enticing teenagers into
immoral activities, braking the copyright law and of tax dodging."

2'17"

negative

ROMÂNIA 1

„ News: The investigation regarding the Movement for Spiritual Integration into the
Absolute, lead by Gregorin Bivolaru, extended to Iasi, too. Pornographic video tapes
were found to two men that were leaving the country."

2'10"

negative

ROMÂNIA 1

„News:George Balan specified that the investigation whose code name is "Christ"
doesn't aim at organizations, but at persons. The authorities don't put out of the
questions the variant that the spiritual leader of the group, Gregorian Bivolaru, would be
interrogated."

2'41"

negative

69 19:00

ROMÂNIA 1

News:"…These searches lead to the catching in flagrant of several tens of young girls
who were shooting pornographic productions or who were in full activity on video- chats
for adults."

3'20"

negative

70 March

ROMÂNIA 1

News " Another deposit of The Movement for Spiritual Integration into the Absolute was
discovered by the gendarmes and prosecutors. The basement of a block was used for
keeping the pornographic materials and other specialized books."

2'10"

negative

71 March

ROMÂNIA 1

„The MISA partisans gathered in front of the Prosecutor's Office, accusing the
authorities of the violation of the right of freedom. (...) The Public Minister repels the
abuse accusations and denies any political or any other kind of influence in the
investigation."

3'25"

negative

March h

March h

66 23:00

March h

67 19:00

March h

68 19:00

March h

72 18:00

PRIMA TV

News:" Gregorian Bivolaru could peacefully and legally cross the border with the
personal passport."

4'35"

negative

73 March

PRIMA TV

News:"The session prosecutor argued that Madalina Dumitru from Costinesti had love
relationships with Bivolaru beginning with June- July 2001. The girl used to very often
receive presents and used to go abroad with the MISA leader."

5'10"

negative

74 March h 8:15

PRIMA TV

News:" Gregorian Bivolaru- accused that he used his status as MISA spiritual leader in
order to have sexual intercourse with a minor follower. The prosecutors officially
announced him that a penal pursuit was begun against him, being accused of having
enticed a girl with money and subjected her to sexual perversions along four years of
so-called meditations."

3'24"

negative

75 March

PRIMA TV

News: Talpes's statement:" Who would have something to do with Bivolaru, from a
political point of view? Of course nowadays, anyone who is accused of something,
considers that he is accused out of political reasons."

2'45"

negative

76 March

PRIMA TV

News:" Many of the MISA female partisans reached the bars of Japan. After meditations
and urine-therapy the girls were sent to dance on the Asians' tables."

3'48"

negative

77 March

PRIMA Tv

News:"…they took tons of pornographic materials from the MISA organization
basements. Up to now, there are only three offenders and many porno videos."

3'54"

negative

March h
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B1TV

News: Talpes's statement about " the throwing into an explosive zone by mass- media"
of the MISA scandal- show.

2'54"

negative

79 March

NAŢIONALTV

News:" Corina Chintuan (a teacher) tried for several times to indoctrinate her pupils with
the principles and the theories of Bivolaru's group. Some of the girls gradually changed
their behavior towards their parents and friends and immediately after finishing the high
school they left home. Since then, nobody has heard anything about them."

3'21"

negative

80 March

NAŢIONALTV

News:" According to the Prosecutor's Office of the Court of Appeal Bucuresti, Gregorian
Bivolaru gave money to the victim in order to convince her to accept to have sexual
intercourse with him."

3'10"

negative

81 March

NAŢIONALTV

News:" At the MISA meetings the teenagers practice sex in group and resort to all kinds
of sexual orgies. The veterans promise to the beginners all kinds of sexual
performances. For example, the men can reach up to 9 hours of erection."

4'13"

negative

82 March

PRIMA TV

News:" They are accused of prostitution procurer, drug trade and delivering of
pornographic materials on Internet. The policemen filled a track with accusing
materials."

2'10"

negative

58"

negative

March h
78 18:00

March h

83 07:00

March h

84 08:00

March h

85 12:00, 17:00
March h

86 09:00

March h
87 13:00

TV station

TV news/show. Issue at stake

REALITATEA TV

News:"The penal pursuit against "Bivolaru's sect" has begun."

REALITATEA TV

News:" Although the prosecutors seized 7 tracks of pornographic materials, jewels and
technical devices up to now, the search at the MISA headquarters is not over. The
authorities carry every day materials from these deposits."

3'15"

negative

News:" Last night, two tracks of pornographic materials and electronic devices
belonging to MISA, were seized after a new raid of the police and the military police
force."

2'10"

negative

Grieg's statement when he comes out of Tuca's broadcast.

49"

negative

News: Bivolaru's partisans are willingly prisoners in MISA ashrams

54"

negative

News:" The I.M.L. Court from here from capital was the scene of some body to body
conflicts between gendarmes and the several thousands of partisans of the Movement
for Spiritual Integration into the Absolute who came here to oppose the legal- medical
examination of the young girl of 17 who, three weeks ago, declared to the investigators
that she had had sexual intercourse with the guru Gregorian Bivolaru."

7'54"

negative

REALITATAEA
TV
REALITATEA TV
REALITATEA

88 01.04 h 19:00

ROMÂNIA 1

89 01.04 h 21:00

ANTENA 1

News:" Good evening! Gregorian Bivolaru could be free tonight after the law court of the
district no. 5 has repealed the warrant for arrest."

11'57"

negative

90 01.04 h 21:00

ANTENA 1

News:"… They have released me and now they want to arrest me again. (Grieg)" "This
is what Gregorian Bivolaru declared a half an hour ago." "There is a display of forces
that I haven't seen for a long time in the law courts."

11'30"

negative

91 01.04 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

News:Now we are talking about a topic which has been on the first page of the
newspapers for some time. The decision was taken about 12 hours ago and it is about
the decision that a warrant for arrest be given for Gregorian Bivolaru." "[...] The
investigators say that Gregorian Bivolaru misused his status as a teacher and he was
accused of the influence he had as MISA leader. A part of the sex parties had been shot
and the photographs are now proving documents."

3'52"

negative

92 01.04 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

News:" The parents of the teenagers discovered by the gendarmes during the raids in
the group's houses break the silence."

3'40"

negative

93 01.04 h 17:00

ANTENA 1

News:" Violant incidents appeared in front of the Legal Medicine Institute from Bucuresti
between the forces of order and the MISA partisans at the moment when the
prosecutors decided that the young girl of 17 whose statement lead to Bivolaru's arrest,
Gregorian Bivolaru, be taken to examination."

10'21"

negative

PRO TV

News:" At the moment when the investigators arrived here (at IML – Forensics Medicine
Institute) things were out of control. The MISA representatives had come here in order
to create a state of panic, disobedience. … M.I.S.A. adepts usually try to impose their
point of view by force.”

2'54"

negative

48"

negative

94 01.04 h 17:00

RREALITATEA
95 01.04 h 21:00
TV

News:"Calumnious opinions Emmanuel Isopescu".

96 02.04 h 1:00 REALITATEA TV

News:"…because of the violent manifestations of hundred MISA adepts IML stopped its
activity for 3 hours; the doctors simply couldn't work".

1'34"

negative

97 05.04 h 14:00

ANTENA 1

News:"Hundreds Bivolaru Gregorian's adepts tried to do manifestations in three places
in the Capital but they failed. The gendarmes dispersed them."

3'54"

negative

98 05.04 h 21:00

PRIMA TV

News:"The young woman was forced to do terrifying techniques."

1'

negative
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05.04 h
99 13:00, 14:00 REALITATEA TV

100 06.04 h 0:12 REALITATEA TV
101 April-05

ANTENA 1

102 April-05

TVR 1

103 April-05

NATIONAL TV

104 7.04 h 17:00

PRO TV

105 7.04 h 18:00
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1'10"

negative

56"

negative

2'3"

neutral

News:" We are no the right persons to verify if the girl is healthy."

1'19"

negative

News:" The investigations lasted for three hours and all along you might hear the
screams of the girl."

2'50"

neutral

News:"The Minister of Internal Affairs Ioan Rus considers that Bivolaru Gregorian was
released by a procedure error and thinks that the investigators should make another
Mobile
far of not
MISA
- Madalina
Dumitru,
thetomain
witness
seriousbrigade:"
file that could
allow
Gregorian
Bivolaru
be put
free." in Bivolaru
Gregorian's investigation, is again in the center of a scandal."
News:"The meeting of Bivolaru Gregorian's adepts was a perfect show."

News:"MISA scandal - hysterical scenes today at the Department for Child Protection in Constanta."
2'6"

neutral

PRIMA TV

News:" Today, at The Department for Child Protection in Constanta a new episode
concerning the case of the under-aged girl Madalina Dumitru occurred."

2'6"

neutral

106 7.04 h 19:00

PROTV

News:"Changes concerning the case of Madalina Dumitru, the 17 years old girl who
accused Gregorian Bivolaru. She made a hysterical crisis."

4'40"

negative

107 7.04 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

Observatory: "Madalina Dumitru made a hysterical crisis today, when she learnt that
she wasn't allowed to leave her family till September, when she will be 18. Madalina
was examined by a team of psychologists."

2'30"

negative

108 19:00

ANTENA 1

Observatory: "Behind the MISA scenes."

2'6"

negative

109 April h 23:00

ANTENA 1

Observatory - the news is again broadcast."

2'50"

negative

110 April h 7:00

PROTV

News:"The witness disappeared".- The under-aged girl run away from home and still
had not been found."

2'04"

negative

39"

negative

Mobile brigade:” She became famous declaring that she had been Bivolaru Gregorian's
lover. Now she is followed."

2'17"

negative

113 22.04 h 18:00 REALITATEA TV

News:" MISA scandal - the police wants to find the key witness."

1'22"

negative

114 22.04 h 18:00

PRIMA TV

News:" Madalina Dumitru disappeared."

43"

negative

115 22:04 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

Observatory: "The policemen who should have watched over her pursuit now her and
forbid her to pass the frontier."

1'40"

negative

116 22.04 h 18:00

B1TV

News:" Madalina Dumitru's fiance asserts that she had not eloped with him."

1'20"

negative

117 April h 18:00

B1TV

News:" Gregorian Bivolaru must be put in jail for his deeds."

47"

negative

118 April h 23:00 REALITATEA TV

News:"Madalina Dumitru's fiancé asserts that she hadn't eloped with him."

1'54

negative

119 26.04 h 18:00 REALITATEA TV

News:" Gregorian Bivolaru has been investigated for three days in arrest."

55"

negative

120 26.04 h 19:00 NATIONAL TV

News:"Although Virgil Ardelean, the chief of the General Department for Internal
Protection, considers Bivolaru guilty, he says that the last is set free because the
prosecutors didn't follow the new provisions of the Penal Code."

1' 28"

negative

121 27.04 h 9:00 REALITATEA TV

News:" Guru's lawyers didn't have time to get ready for the defense."

47"

negative

122 27.04 h 11:00 REALITATEA TV

News:" Bivolaru file - the MISA's leader file could be sent to the Constitutional Court."

42"

negative

123 27.04 h 12:00 REALITATEA TV

News:"The Supreme Court accepted some minutes ago the appeal in Gregorian
Bivolaru's case."

2'

negative

124 April 18:00

B1TV

News:" Although Gregorian Bivolaru has been set free, MISA file wasn't classified. The
Police continues the investigations. to find new proves regarding the infractions
committed within the movement."

1'6"

negative

ANTENA 1

News:" The prosecutors found that Gregorian Bivolaru obliged a girl of 15 years old to
entertain sexual relations and perversities for more than 2 years. Some of the sexual
intercourse had been photographed and the photos are added to the file."

2'21"

negative

126 April

ROMÂNIA 1

"… Last night, after 2 am, the judges of the Bucharest Court of Law, issued a 29 day
arrest warrant for Gregorian Bivolaru. the main indictment: sexual corruption of a minor
and possible sexual perversions involving her."

3'15"

negative

127 April

ROMÂNIA 1

News: "a few hundred members of the Movement for Spiritual Integration in the
Absolute tried to organize a street demonstration today, in Bucharest. the demonstration
was declared illegal.”

1'34"

negative

April h 23:00 ,

22 .04 h

111 13:00

112 22.04 h 17:00

125 April h 22:00

REALITATEA TV
ANTENA 1

News:" The main witness disappeared from home."
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No. Date/time
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TV news/show. Issue at stake

Duration

Observations

128 April

ROMÂNIA 1

News: „Gregorian Bivolaru, charged of performing sexual intercourse with a minor,
sexual perversions and attempt for illegal border breach, was arrested a few days ago
but he was released last night because of procedural errors.”

2'10"

negative

129 April

ROMÂNIA 1

News: "S.C. Extaz company suspected of having provided girls for the prostitution
market in Japan.”

1'17"

negative

ROMÂNIA
130 April h 19:00 INTERNAŢIONAL

News: "The adepts of Gregorian Bivolaru's movement are institutionalized for
psychiatric treatment in a hospital from Prahova, Voila.”

2'10"

negative

131 April h 18:00

News: „In the file opened today by the Prosecutor's Office, the prosecutors
investigation refers to human trafficking, money laundering and organized crime.
According to the investigators, the researches do not aim at investigating M.I.S.A.
activities, but only criminal actions committed by some of the adepts of this
organization.”

3'10"

negative

132 April h 16:00 REALITATEA TV

News: „Public opinion was simply astonished by the story of the two step-brothers, the
yogi Gregorian Bivolaru and the former deputy Gabriel Bivolaru.”

2'43"

negative

133 April h 13:00 REALITATEA TV

News: Live from the Ministry of Internal Affairs where the MISA followers want to
conduct a street demonstration against the abuses.

1'14"

negative

134 April h 15:00 REALITATEA TV

News: Images from the street demonstration at the Prosecutor's Office (at Scaune); the
claims of the street demonstrators are presented. They ask for the "abuses against
them to cease”

1'35"

negative

April h 19:00,
REALITATEA TV
135 21:00

News: „The girls were chosen only after they became M.I.S.A. members. The
company received important amounts of money from the girls selected from among the
M.I.S.A. followers. The girls were taught well to meet the demands on the Japanese
market.”

1'54"

negative

136 April h 21:00 REALITATEA TV

News: „During today's street demonstration, the gendarmes wanted to find out if they
have the right to photograph them (editor's note: demonstrators photographing the
police), but they received no logical explanation.”

1'46"

negative

137 April h 18:00 REALITATEA TV

News: „According to a press release from the Romanian Public Ministry, Gregorian
Bivolaru is charged with having had repeated sexual relations with a minor, MISA yoga
practitioner. he also offered money and other material assets to the victim in order to
perform sexual intercourse with her. the MSIA leader is also prosecuted for attempt for
illegal breach of the Romanian border. ”

3'18"

negative

138 April h 14:00 REALITATEA TV

News: Emanuel ISOPESCU – live from the Prosecutor's Office by the Bucharest Court
of appeal

1'10"

negative

139 April h 09:00 REALITATEA TV

News: Emanuel ISOPESCU - libelous allegations

2'45"

negative

140 April h 16:00 REALITATEA TV

News: Presentation of the street demonstration organized by the MISA members and
declared illegal.

141 27.04 h 8:00 REALITATEA TV

News: "Gregorian Bivolaru's yogis went out in the street again."[..]"Judges claim that the
investigation in this case does not refer to the spiritual side of the movement, but to the
actions committed by some of its members."

142 27.04 h 9:00

B1TV

negative

2'47"

neutral

News: "Gregorian Bivolaru lost the game with the Romanian justice"

40"

negative

143 27.04 h 11:00 REALITATEA TV

News: Prosecutor's Office - "Bivolaru's yogis out in the street again"

1'45"

neutral

144 27.04 h 12:00 REALITATEA TV

News: "At this hour, MISA representatives demonstrate in front of the Ministry of
Administration and Internal affairs

1'11"

neutral

145 27.04 h 13:00 REALITATEA TV

News Cluj-Napoca: "Support demonstration for Gregorian Bivolaru"

1'41"

neutral

146 27.04 h 13:00

News: "MISA demonstration in front of the Prosecutor's Office"

22"

neutral

PRIMA TV

PRO TV

147 27.04 h 15:00 REALITATEA TV

News: Bivolaru case "The trial will continue at the Court of Appeal. Bivolaru's
defendants requested that the cause be sent to the Constitutional Court

1'16"

neutral

148 27.04 h 14:00 REALITATEA TV

News: "MISA demonstrators in the street again" Bivolaru case: "High Court of
Cassation and justice to reach a decision tomorrow"

2'32"

neutral

149 27.04 h 14:00 REALITATEA TV

News: "Gregorian Bivolaru's yogis wondered in the streets of Bucharest for 4 hours"

2'10"

negative

150 27.04 h 14:00

Journal : "Hundreds of MISA sympathizers for Spiritual Integration in Absolute protested
today in Bucharest and Cluj"

45"

neutral

151 27.04 h 15:00 REALITATEA TV

News :"Gregorian Bivolaru's lawyer refused the court. The same defender sustains that
Bivolaru would have been threatened with death"

1'7"

negative

152 27.04 h 18:00

News: "The investigations in Gregorian Bivolaru's dossier will start again today"

1'42"

negative

45"

negative

Mobile brigade: "MISA in the street", "MISA, last miners' riot"

2'5"

negative

News :"MISA members out in the street again"

1'10"

neutral

"MISA spiritual leader will be brought to court with a warrant"

1'30"

negative

TVR 1

PRIMA TV

153 27.04 h 18:00

B1TV

154 27.04 h 17:00

ANTENA 1

155 May h 12:00

REALITATEA TV

156 May h 12:00

REALITATEA TV

National news: "Geishas-s - Some of the girls trafficked by EXTAZ company were
identified and called for hearings"
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1'7"

negative

157 May h 14:00

REALITATEA TV

News: "Bivolaru dossier" - The MISA leader did not come to the hearings[...] The
prosecutors issued a seizing warrant on his name

158 May h 14:00

REALITATEA TV

News: "The request was denied under the pretext of disturbing the functioning of the
public institutions in front of which the protest will take place (request for MISA meeting
authorization)"

22"

neutral

159 May h 16:00

REALITATEA TV

News: "Gregorian Bivolaru could be arrested again"

55"

neutral

160 May h 17:00

ANTENA 1

Mobile brigade: "Bivolaru arested" - "Gregorian Bivolaru will get arrested again"

47"

negative

161 May h 17:00 REALITATEA TV

News: " MISA dossier" - "The police cannot find Gregorian Bivolaru"

48"

negative

162 May h 18:00

PRIMA TV

News: "The police is now on search of Gregorian Bivolaru, after the magistrates of
sector 5 Law Court have issued today an arresting warrant on the name of MISA's
leader "

1'21"

negative

163 May h 18:00

REALITATEA TV

News : "Bivolaru is consigned at the state border"

1'25"

negative

25"

negative

News: "The policemen of Bucharest claim that till now they have checked-up 42
addresses of members of the famous GURU's movement"

164 May h: 18:00

PRIMA TV

165 May h 19:00

TVR 1

Journal TV: "Gregorian Bivolaru must come back behind bars"

3'10"

negative

166 May h 19:00

TVR 1

Journal: "MISA's spiritual leader is most wanted by the police and confined at the
border"

3'35"

negative

167 May h:19:00

PRO TV 1

News: "Chasing Bivolaru" - Gregorian Bivolaru wasn't found yet. The police searches at
over 42 addresses in Bucharest and many others across the country looking for him"

3'11"

negative

168 May h 19:00

ANTENA 1

Observatory: INVISIBLE GURU: "Gregorian Bivolaru finally did a miracle: he became
invisible"

2'12"

negative

169 May h:20:00

B1TV

Night edition: "The policemen searched 42 MISA members' houses."

24"

neutral

170 May h:20:00

REALITATEA TV

News: "MISA dossier" - :"MISA spiritual leader is searched for over 2 weeks. The
authorities do not know if the MISA leader is still in the country"

57"

negative

171 May h 23:00

PRO TV

News: "Absolutely nothing: Yogi Bivolaru forces the authorities to meditate and do
exercises for physical condition"; "MISA leader disappeared in Absolute"

3'3"

negative

172 22.06 h 18:06

B1TV

National News: "They shouted slogans against the authorities' power[...] For a couple of
hours the traffic was disturbed"

2'

neutral

173 22.06 h 22:00

B1TV

Night edition - the last news is replayed

2'

neutral

174 22.06 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

Observatory: Assault at the Parliament : "The police officers said several times that their
actions were aimed at Bivolaru and not at the movement he leads"

57"

neutral

175 22.06 h 19:00

PROTV

News: MISA Protest - "None of the present ones, not even those close to Bivolaru says
where their leader is"

57"

neutral

176 22.06 h 18:00

PRIMA TV

News: "The protestants demonstrated for 1 hour, during which they expressed their
discontent for the way the investigation regarding Bivolaru and other members of the
movement took place"

20"

neutral

177 1.07

PRIMA TV

"For 2 hours, the 70 protestants, yoga students, stood in the sun and had to endure the
passer bys' offending remarks"

2'

negative

30"

negative

1' 40"

negative

3:57

negative

02 :39

negative

03 :23

negative

09 :42

negative

178 1.07 h 14:00

TVR1

Journal TVR: "100 days passed since what they call "the beginning of the abuses
against the organisation led by Gregorian Bivolaru""

179 1.07 h 20:00

OTV

News: "The protestants are indignant at the fact that they were not allowed to speak
even if they were allowed to organise this action"

180 July

ANTENA 1

News: "Cold blood manipulation to create sexual slaves - this is the method perfected
by Gregorian Bivolaru to enslave his adepts. For the first time: the steps by which guru
built a sex industry"

181 July

ANTENA 1

News: MISA problem has become a vast issue discussed on all yoga sites. ... the
debated issues are: the secrecy mania existing in MISA, the blind obedience to the
leader of the movement, the conflicts within the movement led by Bivolaru.

182 July

ANTENA 1

News: Mădălina Dumitru, the young woman who started the MISA scandal 5 months
ago was Bivolaru's mistress. She used to receive expensive gifts, she travelled across
the world and had a luxurious life.

183 July

ANTENA 1

News: "Slaves on Guru's land"

With the entire police tracking him, Gregorian
Bivolaru could show up in Costinesti the following days.
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No. Date/time
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TV news/show. Issue at stake

184 July

ANTENA 1

News: ... a teenager seduced and sexually initiated by guru, as he said. When the girl
stopped satisfying his physical desires, she was chased out. Released, the young
woman broke the silence and attacked the guru" (Ilinca Simionescu, "the key witness
n.n.")

185 July

PRO TV

News: …21 witnesses will make statements. The dossier is full of declarations
regarding Bivolaru's sexual life which included minors as well, who were, according to
the Prosecutors' Office, manipulated and used by him.

186 July

OTV

187 July

PRO TV

News: Dumitru Niţurad's statement, Grieg's lawyer
News: …21 witnesses will make statements. The dossier is full of declarations
regarding Bivolaru's sexual life which included minors as well, who were, according to
the Prosecutors' Office, manipulated and used by him.
News: Listening the mobile phone used by Gregorian Bivolaru along the years, helped
the prosecutors to gather most of the evidences against the yogi. He advised the girl to
drink urine and have sexual intercourse with other women colleagues, yoga students.

188 August

B1 TV

189 August

OTV

News: "I will die because of love" - these are the words by which, through repetition and
autosuggestion Bivolaru enslaves his followers who are mostly minors.

190 August

OTV

News: Dumitru Niţurad's statement, Grieg's lawyer

191 August

PRO TV

News: …21 witnesses will make statements. The dossier is full of declarations
regarding Bivolaru's sexual life which included minors as well, who were, according to
the Prosecutors' Office, manipulated and used by him.

192 August

PRO TV

News: . ... hundreds of women who practised yoga or not, were sent to Japan, where,
as prosecutors claim, they are suspected to have practised prostitution and the money
that they earned of this work would have got to MESA, under the pressure created by
Gregorian Bivolaru.

193 August

PRO TV

News: Spicy, indecent details and scandalous statements stand out in the case of yogi
leader Gregorian Bivolaru who disappeared without trace. Mirona Farcas, considered as
guru's official lover was attracting minors for the MISA leader.

194 August

PRO TV

News: Gregorian Bivolaru accused of sustained sexual intercourse with minors,
sustained sexual perversion, sexual corruption, attempt of illegally crossing the
Romanian state border. Five accusations of which three for sexual offences.

195 August

PRO TV

News: A hundred of the thousands of women which gathered around Gregorian
Bivolaru succeeded in entering on Denmark's adult movies market. MISA adepts
promote deviated eroticism in their productions.

196 August

PRO TV

News: Absolute sequester. Besides the fact that hundreds of policemen and
gendarmes are tracking him now, his fortune is threatened as well. (about Gregorian
Bivolaru n.n.)

197 August

PRO TV

News: The three residences built by the adepts that MISA owns in Costinesti resort are
guarded as if they were military objectives and they are surrounded with 2 meter high
fences.

198 August

PRO TV

News: The authorities got into serious alert state after receiving the information that
the MISA leader made a visit in Costinesti to the annual yoga camp.

199 August

PRO TV

News: MISA members have the time for sensational discoveries. Today they brought in
front of the press a Japanese specialist who treats his patients with water. To
everyone’s surprise, the president of the movement admitted thta this therapy is better
than the urine therapy.

200 August

PRO TV

News: Incendiary images show that built by the adepts fully enjoyed young Madalina
Dumitru's services.

201 August

PRO TV

News: Theoretically, it is a room for meditation and yoga exercises. For Bivolaru,
"ashram" is a synonym for jail. MISA adepts who enter these places become prisoners
of a dictatorial system based on severe rules, threats and punishments where Grieg
decides everything. Who comes in, who goes out, how many times one can visit his
family and how many hours of unpaid work each adept does.

202 August

PRO TV

News: Recognized as Bivolaru's principal mistress Mirona Farcas is 23 years old. The
evidence in the dossier and other MISA sources reveal the fact that she was used to
recruit minors for guru.

203 August

PRO TV

News: There is a possibility that guru had changed his appearance. This is why several
portraits of Bivolaru were done as he is searched for avoiding arrest.

204 August

REALITATEA TV

News: In the report Gabriel Bivolaru is mentioned as well and images of Gregorian
Bivolaru behind bars are shown, when he was seized at Nadlac customs.

Duration
7:56

Observations
negative

01 :53

negative

0:46

neutral

01 :53

negative

02 :11

negative

1:16

negative

0:46

neutral

01 :53

negative

02 :55

negative

02 :52

negative

03 :59

negative

02 :22

negative

01 :58

negative

03 :28

negative

02 :45

negative

02 :45

negative

03 :18

negative

03 :52

negative

02 :21

negative

01 :48

negative

0:24

negative
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No. Date/time

TV station

19-23.09
205 21:00
REALITATEA TV
19-23.09 h
206 19:00

ANTENA 1

19-23.09 h

207 20:30
OTV
19-23.09

208
NATIONAL TV
19-23.09

209
TVR 1
19-23.09 h
210 7:10

211

PROTV

19-23.09
PRIMA TV

212 19-23.09

NATIONAL TV

19-23.09

213
PROTV
19-23.09

214
N 24

215

19-23.09
ANTENA 1
19-23.09

216
B1 TV
19-23.09 h
217 21:48
OTV
19-23.09 h
218 13:34
OTV
19-23.09 h
219 18:00
B1 TV
19-23.09 h

220 19:00
221

PROTV

29.09 h12:00
REALITATEA
29.09 h12:00

222
B1 TV

223

29.09 h 13:00
PROTV

224 29.09 h 14:30

OTV

29.09 h 16:00

225
REALITATEA
29.09 h 18:00

226
B1TV

227

29.09 h 18:00
PRIMA

228 29.09 h 19:30
229
230

30.09 h 7:00

negative

News: Gabriel Camataru is supposed to have taken advantage of Camataru brothers'
protection in the return of certain services[...]

37”

negative

The controversial leader of MISA[...], Gregorian Bivolaru, is filmed while discussing with
Camataru Clan's members.

25”

negative

35”

negative

Guru at Camatari - Gregorian Bivolaru, MISA leader, WAS SEEN IN Nutu Camataru'S
HOTEL

35”

negative

Another resonant name appears in Camataru brothers' dossier - juridical sources say
that Gregorian Bivolaru took advantage of Camataru brothers' protection

32”

negative

New names in Camataru-s' dossier - [...] MISA leader, Gregorian Bivolaru may have
taken advantage of Camataru brothers' protection

58”

negative

1’13”

negative

1’40”

negative

Press review - these information are rumors and racket; I incline to believe that MISA
members are right

34”

pozitiva

Guest head reporter of „GARDIANUL” - A connection that cannot astound anyone [...]Bivolaru seems to be the kind of phenomenon developed in parallel, in symbiosis
with Nutu Camataru's gang.

1’30”

negative

The statements of Nutu and Sile Camataru - the two deny any connection with
Gregorian Bivolaru "we only saw him on TV"

2’35”

negative

2’20”

pozitiv

2’20”

pozitiv

The searches in March were illegal.

20”

almost positive

Gregorian Bivolaru's adepts claim they were aggressed during the anti-MISA actions in
the spring of this year.

6’5”

neutral

50”

neutral

45”

neutral

1’30”
2’8”

neutral
negative

50”

negative

1’30”

negative

In the lions' cage - [...] Bivolaru is involved in prostitutes' exportation[...]
The Camatars' dossier - Not to pay the protection tax, GURU offered free girls of MISA
who were practicing prostitution
Gregorian Bivolaru was secretly recorded while discussing business with Camataru
brothers

MISA protest - Yoga students ask for their fundamental human rights to be respected
and for their confiscated goods to be returned
Bivolaru's adepts are protesting - MISA claims that investigators abusively took away
objects from the yogis which they refuse to return.

Over 200 persons gathered this morning to protest against the way the investigation on
Guru Bivolaru was led.
Approximately 800 members and sympathizers protested today in front of the
Prosecutor's Office by the High Court of Cassation and Justice
We are peaceful people, concerned with pure spirituality
MISA members' protest takes place only one day before the starting of Gregorian
Bivolaru's trial, the spiritual leader of the movement.
Over 200 persons gathered this morning to protest against the way the investigation on
Guru Bivolaru was led - allusions to Grieg's trial
Gregorian Bivolaru, the leader of MISA, is still searched by the authorities

neutral

ANTENA 1

The great Guru's adepts promise happiness to the curious ones

1’11”

negative

PRIMA TV

He (Gregorian Bivolaru) should be in the defendants' dock together with his lover,
Mdalina Dumitru, who is also missing for months.
This morning, the leader of MISA, Gregorian Bivolaru's trial began - Gregorian Bivolaru
is being searched

1’24”

negative

20”

negative

2’07”

negative

58”

neutral

The main character, Gregorian Bivolaru, could not be found

1’05”

neutral

Big surprise at Bucharest Law Court - The yogi, Gregorian Bivolaru will be judged in his
absence.

2’17”

neutral

30.09 h12:00
B1TV
30.09 h 13:00

233
PROTV

236

0:45

negative

REALITATEA

235

News: Bivolaru comes back - MISA leader, recruiter, was seen in Nutu Camataru's
hotel

2’30”

231

30.09 h 17:00

Observations
negative

2’30”

30.09 h 9-11

234 30.09 h13:00

Duration
1:45

Yoga students ask the inquiry of the prosecutors and gendarmes guilty of abuses

OTV

30.09 h 12:00

232

TV news/show. Issue at stake
News: GURU BIVOLARU, in business with power brokers - Bivolaru with his MISA is a
real recruiter of girls willing to have sexual intercourse the way their spiritual leader
asked.

REALITATEA
ANTENA 1

30.09 h 18:00
B1TV

Gregorian Bivolaru avoids the penal pursuit - the debated will start in the defendant's
absence
Waited at the Court - the trial begins; Bivolaru missing; arrested and then gone, Bivolaru
is searched
Gregorian Bivolaru did not come to the Court
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No. Date/time
237
238

TV station

TV news/show. Issue at stake

REALITATEA

Judge of Bucharest suspected of pornography

30.09 h 18:00
30.09 h 18:00

239 30.09 h 18:00
30.09 h
240 19:00; 01.10
h 7:00
30.09 h 19:00

Observations
neutral

1’10”

negative

PRIMA TV

Simona Lungu spent 4 hours today at hearings; Gregorian Bivolaru's and his
mistresses' (Mirona Farcasi si Madalina Dumitru) trial began today as well

PRIMA TV

Simona Lungu interview

1’3”

negative

Huge scandal in the Romanian law system; Sexy judge; Inquired magistrate; MISA trial
without Bivolaru

5’50”

negative

7’

negative

2’15”

negative

55”

negative

PROTV

241
ANTENA 1

242

Duration
2’40”

30.09 h 21:00
01:10 h 21:00
REALITATEA

Porno at the Court; Porno judge - secret hearings; - Tudose: I think we face a
personality disorder[...] - Andresan: [...] maybe she was on drugs[...]
Pornographic scandal ; judge accused of playing in porno movies - Simona Lungu,
judge at the Bucharest Law Court and a possibly a MISA member, is accused of playing
in a porno movie broadcasted in Denmark.

243 04-10.10

ANTENA 1

Key witness: rehearing of witnesses

244 01.10 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

At the judge of sex, sex with judge; The porn movie will be watched cut by cut- erotic
images

2’44”

negative

ANTENA 1

The judge counterattacks: interview with Simona Lungu

2’15”

pozitiv

246 19:00

Secrets of seduction under lens; heard judge- hearing of Simona Lungu at Romanian
Council of Audiovisual

3’25”

negative

ANTENA 1

247 04.10

ANTENA 1

Shocking - Judge Simona Lungu has reconsidered the resignation

1’20”

negative

248 04-10.10

ANTENA 1

A new porn star is looked for: changes of situation

2’

negative

249 h13:00

ANTENA 1

MISA adepts protested tat the Prosecutor's House today

38”

negative

250 4-10.10

ANTENA 1

The judge has lived in an ashram of Gregorian Bivolaru

1’55”

negative

ANTENA 1

Accusing movie;

3’30”
1’13”

negative
negative

50”

negative

55”

negative

48”

negative

3’50”

negative

1’39”

negative

Sapt. 04-

245 10.10 h 7:00
04-10.10 h

4-10.10

4-10.10 h

251 19:00

4-10.10 h

252 18:00

4-10.10 h

253 22:00

4-10.10 h

254 10:00

255 01.10 h 9:00
256 04-10.10
4-10.10 h

257 19:00

B1 TV

Meeting at the Prosecutor's House:MISA representatives has asked back the goods
abusively taken from them

B1TV

Grig and the minor [..] Bivolaru had sexual intercourse with 3 minors; Judge in the
ashram; About the street demonstration, in the end

B1TV

Yes, it is her! (that is, judge Simona Lungu)

N24

The yogi judge

NATIONAL

Here you have the resignation ,here you do not have it!;[…] a porn production whose
heros are the yogis of Gregorian Bivolaru

NATIONAL

Out of friendship - the woman who denies that judge Simona Lungu is one of the
protagonists of the adult movie "Secrets of seduction" is the MISA lawyer, Cristina
Mihaela Mitu herself […]

258 01.10 h 8:30

OTV

The case of the judge is also given other interpretations

259 01.10 h 19:35

OTV

MISA meeting: the judge will formulate other complains against SCM;

260 19:00

OTV

The hearing of Simona Lungu :[…] she had resigned

4-10.10 h
261 14:30

OTV

MISA adepts in the street - interview with Rapcea

04-10.10 h

262 01.10 h 19:00
04-10.10 h 18

263 :00

04-10.10 h

264 18:00

32”

neutral

2’5”

negative

PRIMA TV

SCM members have postponed a decisioni:[..] new aspects generate suspicion

1’25”

negative

1’33”

negative

4’

negative

3’30”

negative

3’30”

negative

4’22”

negative

2’

negative

1’20”

negative

PROTV

MISA in robe; skin expertise: an tough task for the SCM inspectors

267 04-10.10

PROTV

Back to the court:[..] Smona Lungu's case is the case on the entire justice in Romania

PROTV

MISA protest - Singing carols at the Prosecutor's House: Yoga members and
sympathizers asked again for their goods taken during the spring searches

PROTV

Testifying from MISA:GURU's lover at limelight; Today 150 MISA adepts protested

PROTV

The judge without secrets :the adult movie that blew up the Romanian justice must be
investigated by the journalists! and about Cristina Mitu - images

REALITATEA

Step back: :the MISA judge drew back her resignation. "MISA judges stated that she is
a MISA adept"

REALITATEA

Vanished in the Absolute, the MISA leader is again judged in his absence

4-10.10 h

270 19:00

04-10.10 h

271 19:00

04-10.10 h

272 11:00

negative
neutral

Simona Lungu was heard today

266 04.10 h 19:00

4-10.10 h

3’38”
1’16”

Judge for MISA adults in robe;

The judge exculpate:[..] a veritable shocking situation in the case of Simonei Lungu

269 19:00

negative

PRIMA TV

PROTV

04-10.10 h

50”

PRIMA TV

265 04.10 h 13:00

268 13:00

neutral
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TV news and shows regarding MISA and Gregorian Bivolaru (March 2004 - October 2005)
No. Date/time
4-10.10 h

273 8:00

04-10.10 h

274 18:00

4-10.10 h

275 14:00

4-10.10 h

276 14:00

4-10.10 h

277 18:00

04-10.10 h

278 14:00
04-10.10 h
279 19:00
4-10.10 h

280 14:00

4-10.10 h

281 19:00

TV station

TV news/show. Issue at stake

REALITATEA

Bivolaru trial: Guru made love with three minors;[…] prosecutors have as evidence in
this file a cassette in which more women are making love which seems to be a religious
ritual: a witness says that the judge played in an adult movie

Duration
2’4”

Observations
negative

22”

neutral

21”

negative

REALITATEA TV

Step back:: the MISA judge drew back her resignation.

REALITATEA TV

Yoga in the street: MISA members asked the confiscated goods from the authorities

REALITATEA TV

Vanished in the Absolute, the MISA leader is again judged in his absence

REALITATEA TV

The actress is the lawyer-The same porn movie, another star in robe […] that is Cristina
Mitu, lawyer

1’22”

negative

TVR 1

She has changed her mind

TVR 1

SCM members postponed the decision [..]

2’40”
2’13”

neutral
negative

TVR 1

MISA street demonstration

20”

neutral

Sequestered yogis: Cristina Ionela Dumitru's statement - "Bivolaru's close friends
sequestered all those who could reveal the true face of the movement"

54”

negative

ANTENA 1

282 13.10 h 19:30

PROTV

MISA uncovered - odalisque for GURU: "incendiary images show that GURU Bivolaru
fully enjoyed young Madalina Dumitru's services (Pohariu and Cristina Dumitru appear
as well)"

3’7”

negative

283 15.10 h 19:00

PROTV

“MISA Treatment”- about MASARU EMOTO

2’20”

negative

OTV is the first television who succeeded in entering the intimacy of MISA School of
Yoga

3’21”

negative

284 17.10 h 8:39

285 20.10 h 19:00

TVR 1

The judge, yoga student, Simona Lunga risks a severe sanction from the CSM: "NO
UNPAID DEED" [...] Moreover, the magistrate is believed to have participated in an
indecent manifestation of MISA (DAN LUPASCU)

2’13”

negative

286 20.10 h 19:00

PROTV

"MISA in gown" - "actress judge" - CSM inspectors have proofs which show Simona
Lungu's connection with MISA

2’22”

negative

287 20.10 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

"The punishment of seduction" - Simona Lungu will be disciplinarily sanctioned [...] not
for playing in the movie "Secretele Seductiei", but for being a MISA adept[...]

2’2”

negative

288 20.10 h19:30

OTV

Judge Simona Lungu will be disciplinarily sanctioned [...]

1’8”

negative

289 20.10 h 19:00

NATIONAL

MISA or the gown: [...] during the inquiry the Appellate Court prosecutors established
that she is a member of Gregorian Bivolaru's group

15”

negative

290 25.10 h 18:10

REALITATEA

2’30”

negative

291 25.10 h 18:00

PRIMA

Judge Simona Lungu was subject of an examination today - according to some
information held by the prosecutors, she would be the protagonist of an erotic movie.

49”

negative

292 25.10 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

The Observer – The judge's secrets - her days are counted - The legal doctors made
their own sexy movie with Simona Lungu; - [...] the participation to obscene shows

2’52”

negative

293 25.10 h 19:00

PROTV

Judge examined - The judge's secrets - she let herself closely photographed[...] Simona
Lungu met the criminologists today.

2’25”

negative

294 25.10 h19:00

TVR 1

"Judge photographed" - Judge Simona Lungu came today to the Institute for
Criminology Examinations

2’80”

negative

295 25.10 h 19:00

NATIONAL

"She went to be photographed today (Simona Lungu)[...]"

1’13”

negative

296 25.10 h 19:41

OTV

57”

negative

297 25.10 h 19:00

PROTV

The judged judge - Incendiary testimony- : Judge Simona Lungu is making her situation
more complicate[...] the magistrates dmit that she was an important MISA member and
that she was in contact with Gregorian Bivolaru; anyway the most serious accusation is
still her connection with the fugitive Gregorian Bivolaru

2’37”

negative

298 26.10 h 17:30

OTV

The leading college of Bucharest Appellate Court decided the starting of the
disciplinarian action against Simona Lungu

2’57”

negative

299 26.10 h 19:00

TVR 1

The punishment for the judge - Judge Simona Lungu's working contract was cancelled
today[...] Lungu judge has stained the image of the law system by her presence at MISA
meetings with Gregorian Bivolaru

2’48”

negative

300 26.10 h 19:00

NATIONAL

Yogi and boss:[...] The judge is accused of having connections with MISA

1’48”

negative

301 26.10 h 19:00

REALITATEA

The judge broke the Magistrate's Deontological Code

1’35”

negative

25”

negative

302 26.10 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

Recognize the character - MISA judge's case - "The judge poses as a victim: about the
photo shooting [...] ready to find out the truth" + retrospective

Judge Simona Lungu made photographs at the National Institute for Criminology
Examinations. Simona Lungu showed up around 12 o'clock at INEC

Seduction and punishment: waiting for the verdict, judge Simona Lungu risked to make
photos in front of legists and she lost, -[...] she seriously stained the image of the law
system; she broke moral rules by participating in erotic shows in honor of Gregorian
Bivolaru; She is brought 4 accusations: 1.she participated in obscene shows;
2.connexions with persons with serious accusations; 3.she lived in an ashram; 4.she is
an associate to a company.
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TV news and shows regarding MISA and Gregorian Bivolaru (March 2004 - October 2005)
No. Date/time
303 27.10 h 18:00

TV station

Duration
25”

Observations
negative

304 27.10 h 18:00

PRIMA

The judge agreed to talk about the investigation and about those behind this scandal

3’50”

negative

305 27.10 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

Strategically ill - ill judge: Judge Simona Lungu got sick

1’51”

negative

3’

negative

Health problems - Simona Lungu got sick - [...]she claims she is only a MISA adept and
not a porno star

1’3”

negative

Gynecologist postponement

2’45”

negative

TVR 1

Suddenly ill - Judge Simona Lungu, accused of pornography, suddenly got ill

2’44

negative

310 28.10 h 17:30

OTV

MISA members continue protesting in front of the General Prosecutor's Office

311 28.10 h 18:00

REALITATEA

312 29.10 h 4:00

N24

313 29.10 h 19:00

NATIONAL

314 29.10 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

315 29.10 h 19:00

PROTV

316 30.10 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

317 30.10 h 19:00

306 27.10 h 19:30

NATIONAL

OTV

307 27.10 h 21:00 REALITATEA TV
27.10 h

308 19:00

309 27.10 h19:00

NATIONAL

TV news/show. Issue at stake
As she suddenly got sick, Simona Lungu asked for a delay until Monday.

The leading college of Bucharest Appellate Court decided to start the disciplinary
action:[...]"no matter what the result will be, the judge will be sanctioned for discipline"

1’18”

negative

MISA protest - […] The ill law system

20”

negative

MISA at the Prosecutor's Office and about Grieg's trial (trial's 4th term)

19”

negative

At GURU's house. The opening conference.

1’58”

negative

From Yoga to MISA - [...] from the backstage of the opening of the new MISA university
year (hidden camera report in Pipera)

2’24”

negative

MISA on CD – MISA Yoga claims to be a universal science[...] almost all theories lead
to sexuality;

2’24”

negative

Yoga bedlam – hidden camera report at Pipera again; opening conference

5’7”

negative

PROTV

The bell rings at MISA

1’57”

negative

PRIMA

Judge Simona Lungu is a protagonists of the porno movie filmed at MISA – interview
Simona Lungu

1’59”

negative

319 01.11 h 18:00

REALITATEA

The judge played in the movie - an investigating committee established that Simona
Lungu appears in "Secrets of seduction"

4’30”

negative

320 01.11 h 19:00

NATIONAL

VERDICT :SHE PLAYED ! – judge Simona Lungu played in the movie “Secrets of
seduction”

2’40”

negative

ANTENA 1

“Secrets of seduction” reveals the porno subject - the judge - Judge Simona Lungu
played in the porno movie "Secrets of seduction" [...] the first Romanian magistrate and
porno actor in the same time

3’40”

negative

322 01.11 h 19:00

PROTV

Actress and judge – the verdict was announced ; with or without words; judge Simona
Lungu played in the porno movie “Secrets of seduction”

3’4”

negative

323 01.11 h 19:30

OTV

Judge Simona Lungu is an actress of the movie “Secrets of seduction”

45”

negative

324 01.11 h 19:00

TVR 1

The actress judge - there is no doubt anymore : judge Simona Lungu is a protagonists
of the movie "Secrets of seduction"

1’25”

negative

325 02.11 h 19:00

NATIONAL TV

From the scandal, to the psychologist - [...] the problem of judge's and prosecutors'
mental helth is essential

1’40”

negative

326 04.11 h 18:00

B1TV

"GURU's adepts out in the street" - short theater played today in the middle of the
street by MISA members [...] They ridiculed the investigators' activity [...]and that of the
press.

2’22”

negative

327 04.11 h 19:00

NATIONAL

Lungu recital – Simona Lungu shocked with the attitude and the revelations she made
(n.n. in front of CSM)

5’29”

negative

Simona Lungu case –the reputation of judge Simona Lungu cannot be defended by
CSM

2’56”

negative

32”

negative

01.11 h

318 18:00

01.11 h

321 19:00

04.11 h 19

328 :00

TVR

329 04.11 h 18:00

PRIMA

330 04.11 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

Adult judge. They abandonned her! - Judge Simona Lungu made a show la CSM

2’10”

negative

331 04.11 h 19:00

PROTV

The movie with no secrets; The uncovered judge; Seduction in the salt mine - The
mystery has been elucidated! The movie " Secrets of seduction "(The secrets of
seduction) was filmed in Romania, in a salt mine

8’23”

negative

332 04.11 h 19:30

OTV

CSM refused to defend the porno judge - the magistrate contests the conclusions of the
report and claims she is victim of a plot

2’32”

negative

CSM decided: MISA judge does not have the right to defend her reputation

3’8”

negative

GURU's adepts out in the street" - 18 hour news briefly replayed "The porno movie was
produced in 2002 when Simona Lungu was a lawyer" - the judge Simona Lungu,
member of Bivolaru's movement and protagonist of porno movie - " Secrets of seduction
" got away without yet any sanction.

2’15”

negative

About DAN LUPASCU's resignation

20”

negative

The judge's victim – D.LUPASCU handed in his resignation

35”

negative

333 04.11 h 21

334 04.11 h 22:00
05-06.11 h

REALITATEA

B1TV

335 18:00
336 06.11 h 19:00

REALITATEA

337 06.11 h 19:00

TVR 1

338 06.11 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

339 06.11 h 19:00

PROTV

NATIONAL

CSM rejected Simona Lungu's request to defend her reputation.

"Erotic" Judge Resignation at CSM : about the resignation of D. LUPASCU
Confused judge – Top resignation at CSM - High council of judges
LUPASCU resigned

50”

negative

1’15”

negative

22”

negative
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TV news and shows regarding MISA and Gregorian Bivolaru (March 2004 - October 2005)
No. Date/time

TV station

340 06.11 h 19:30

OTV

341 06.11 h 19:30

NATIONAL

342 08.11 h
343 08.11 h 19:00
09.11 h 18
344 :00

OTV
PROTV
B1 TV

345 09.11 h 19:00

PROTV

346 09.11 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

347 09.11 h 19:00

TVR 1

09.11 ora

348 19:00

NATIONAL TV

TV news/show. Issue at stake
Judge Dan Lupascu resigned his position of General Secretary of CSM
Justice: 6 days without a head
D.LUPASCU's resignation resulted in a crises within the highest forum of Romanian
magistracy
Seduction and investigation; Salt mine with no secrets administrative investigation at the
salt mine
D.LUPASCU resignation request was registered today at CSM

Duration

Observations

41”

negative

1’25”

negative

1’14”

negative

2’23”

negative

37”

negative

Cat and mouse – Simona Lungu submitted her resignation

1’37”

negative

Second resignation. Resignation part 2. Two times resignation – Simona Lungu
resigned

1’11”

negative

Resignation of CSM secretary [..] and of judge Simona Lungu

1’47”

negative

Other resignations – CSM general secretary officially submitted his resignation, and
MISA judge Simona Lungu did the same

1’30”

negative

349 09.11 h 21:00 REALITATEA TV

End of the movie – Simona Lungu resigned again

52”

negative

350 09.11 h 21:00 REALITATEA TV

Top level resignation – CSM general secretary resigned

46”

negative

351 09.11 h 19:00

Yesterday's news - “Clipping” error

1’47”

negative

CSM to rule on the two resignations today

30”

negative

353 10.11 h 8:00 REALITATEA TV

End of the movie

35”

negative

354 10.11

Other resignations

1’15”

negative

End of the movie - Top level resignation

1’11”

negative

1’45”

neutral

30”

negative

End of the case – judge Simona Lungu's resignation was accepted

1’42”

negative

Resignation accepted – CSM unanimously approved judge Simona Lungu's resignation;
D.LUPASCU was persuaded into not resigning anymore.

1’50”

negative

Strange resignations – Simona Lungu goes; D.LUPASCU stays

2’28”

negative

2’

negative

352 10.11 h7:00

TVR 1
PROTV

NATIONAL

355 10.11 h 9:00

REALITATEA

356 10.11 h 7:30

OTV

D LUPASCU's resignation

357 10.11 h 12:30

B1TV

CSM members discussed and approved Simona Lungu's resignation; D.LUPASCU
retracted his resignation

358 10.11 h 13:00

PROTV

359 10.11 h 14:00

TVR 1

360 10.11 h18:00

REALITATEA

361 10.11 h 19:00

TVR 1

Decisions – [..] end of the sexual scandal that turned Romania upside down [...]

362 10.11 h 19:00 NATIONAL TV

One resignation out of two – [..] through her resignation Lungu escapes any sanction
and after 4 years she may return

1’12”

negative

363 10.11 h 23:00

TVR 1

Upon request of his colleagues….- LUPASCU resignation

1’22”

neutral

364 10.11 h18:00

PRIMA

Simona Lungu is no longer a judge [..] D. LUPASCU redefines his emotions and
withdrew his resignation.

1’21”

negative

365 11.11 h 19:00

PROTV

1’47”

negative

366 11.11 h 8:30

OTV

367 11.11 h 13:00

PROTV

368 11.11 h 13:00

ANTENA 1

369 11.11 h 18:00

B1 TV

370 18.11 h 13:00

PROTV

371 18.11 h 18:00

B1 TV

372 25.11 h 00:00

REALITATEA

373 26.11 h 16:30

OTV

Simona Lungu to leave magistracy – the judge's resignation. Magistracy without
seduction
DAN LUPASCU takes a new decision regarding resignation
MISA street demonstration – S.R.I. Protest
MISA with sunglasses

1’40”

neutral

1’22”

negative

28”

negative

1’36”

negative

42”

negative

Gregorian Bivolaru's adepts won't quit – Street demonstration at the Prosecutor's Office
by the Bucharest Court of appeal

2’30”

negative

[…] up in the car – Minor claiming for 5 billion ROL damage compensation from the
MISA leader

1’30”

negative

The court accepted the file transfer – Bivolaru to be tried in Sibiu

"Protest" proof GLASSES
MISA demonstration – The yogis mocked at the Romanian justice

1’17”

negative

374 26.11 h 00:00 REALITATEA TV

File transfer – Gregorian Bivolaru's file to be tried in Sibiu

55”

negative

375 26.11 h 18:00 REALITATEA TV

Transfer – Gregorian Bivolaru trial to be transferred

29”

negative

376 09.12 h 0:30

Street demonstration of the D.A. Alliance

2’25”

neutral

OTV

2005
No. Date/time

Duration

Observations

377 19.01 h 7:00 REALITATEA TV

Mountain integration – Gregorian Bivolaru searched in the Ceahlau mountains – Both
police officers and SRI Romanian secret services agents following Bivolaru

1’

negative

378 19.01 h 11:00

REALITATEA

Mountain integration – Gregorian Bivolaru searched in the Ceahlau mountains – Both
police officers and SRI Romanian secret services agents following Bivolaru

1’

negative

379 19.01 h 19:00

PROTV

2’35”

negative

TV station

TV news/show. Issue at stake

Emerged out of the Absolute. We have the GURU, we don't have the GURU – SRI and
the Information and Internal Protection Board of the Ministry of Internal affairs, as well
as the Police sent its agents on the field in order to get Bivolaru [..]
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TV news and shows regarding MISA and Gregorian Bivolaru (March 2004 - October 2005)
No. Date/time

TV station

TV news/show. Issue at stake

Duration

Observations

380 20.01 h 8:00

REALITATEA

They want their things back - MISA organizes a new street demonstration

33”

negative

Street demonstration – the 12th street demonstration at the Prosecutor's Office by the
High Court of Cassation and Justice

1’5”

negative

MISA starts over with the trials

1’40

negative

The yogis came well prepared at the street demonstration - with chairs and a little
performance

51”

negative

20.01 h

381 13:00

PROTV

382 20.01 h 15:30

OTV

383 20.01 h 19:00

B1 TV

384 20.01 h 19:00

PROTV

Bivolaru, human trafficker – collects new charges

1’ 17”

negative

385 02.02 h 23:00

PROTV

The quest for Bivolaru – [..] list of the places where he was seen is very long […]
Bivolaru's psychological profile […]

3’40”

negative

386
387
388
389

3.02 h 23:00

PROTV

4.02 h 8:30

N 24

The assets are restored - the Evidence is examined
Where is GURU ?
Guru is tougher than Mutu
GURU's trial in Sibiu

1’15”
39”
2’13”
53”

negative
negative
negative
negative

390
391
392
393
394

14.02 h 14:00

TVR 1

14.02 h 18:00

PRIMA TV

19.03 h23:00

ANTENA 1

20.03 h 23:00

PROTV

21.03 h 7:00

PROTV

Continuance in the Bivolaru case
Second session in the trial against the MISA leader
MISA party
MISA party-[...] MISA was shattered by huge scandals
MISA makes its own party

35”
1'10"
1’31”
1’31”
1’20"

negative
negative
negative
negative
negative

After Absolute, integration in politics! – Reactions of politicians
With good and bad – critics targeted at the Romanian Police

2’45”
4’53”

negative
negative

14.02 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

14.02 h

ANTENA 1

395 21.03 h 18:30

OTV

396 24.03 h 19:00

TVR 2

397 09.04 h 19:00

PRIMA TV

News: ...and they discovered how Bivolaru avoided the hand of law using the yoga
schools founded by his disciples in different countries from Europe

2'20"

negative

398 09.04 h 19:00

PRIMA TV

News: A false guru that the genuine yogis consider a demon and a real public danger
for Romania – this is GB’s profile.

2'20"

negative

399 11.04 h 14:00

TVR1

News: The request for extraditing GB and the translated documents were transmitted by
the Romanian authorities in Sweden.

0'30"

neutral

1'

neutral

11.04 h

400 14:00, 15:00, REALITATEA TV

News: The Ministry of Justice transmitted today to the homologous minister from
Sweden the official request for extraditing GB

401 11.04 h 16:00

ANTENA 1

News: Today the Romanian Ministry of Justice transmitted the documentation
necessary to the similar institution from Sweden.

0'30"

neutral

402 11.04 h 18:00

PRIMA TV

News: A week has passed since Gregorian Bivolaru was caught in Sweden and the way
how the pursued succeeded to leave Romania remains a mystery.

2'50"

negative

News: Today the Romanian Ministry of Justice transmitted the request for extraditing
Gregorian Bivolaru to the similar institution from Sweden.

2'16"

negative

B1 TV

News: the request for extraditing GB was submitted. The request was formulated by the
Romanian State.

0'30"

neutral

TVR1

News: the request for extraditing GB and the translated documents were transmitted by
the Romanian authorities in Sweden.

16:00

403 11.04 h 18:30 NATIONAL TV
11.04 h

404 19:00, 23:45
11.04 h

405 19:00, 23:00
11.04 h

406 19:00, 23:00

PRO TV

407 11.04 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

408 12.04 h 19:00

PRO TV

neutral

News: In the yoga camp they do group sex.

2'30"

negative

News: almost four thousands of supporters of “guru” Gregorian Bivolaru will gather in
Baile Herculane at the end of the month. The explanation of the NATHA leaders is
clear: in the camp they study persistently the art of lovemaking.

2'30"

negative

2'

neutral

1’20"

negative

2'

negative

0'35"

neutral

2'

negative

News: Critics concerning Romania coming from Denmark. Karsten Fisher says that our
country is not yet ready to adhere to EU.

409 13.04 h 15:00 REALITATEA TV

News: the yoga students from Sweden and Denmark defend the mentor of MISA.
Especially for showing their support for “guru” they organized a press conference.

410 13.04 h 23:00

ANTENA 1

News: the adepts of the spiritual leader of MISA organise press conferences.

411 14.04 h 18:00

PRIMA TV

News: The judges from the Court of Appeal in Alba Iulia admitted today the appeal
formulated by Gregorian Bivolaru’s attorneys against the arrest warrant for illegally
passing the border.

412 14.04 h 19:00

Antena 1

News: Gregorian Bivolaru’s adepts defend him in the Swedish press. This approach
could influence the judge’s decision.

413 14.04 h 19:00

PRO TV

News: On the most important Danish ashram’ site several articles according to which
the Romanian authorities are guilty of press manipulation in reflecting the events were
published.

0'25"

neutral

414 15.04 h 10:00

OTV

News: The Court [Alba Iulia] admitted the appeal formulated by the defendant Gregorian
Bivolaru against the conclusion in the penal file formulated by Sibiu Court on April 4.

1’10"

neutral

415 15.04 h 19:00

TVR1

News: One more file on the name of Gregorian Bivolaru. The spiritual leader of MISA
received a preventive custody warrant in the file in which he is charged with people
traffic.

0'50"

negative

416 15.04 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

News: The investigators discovered that the spiritual leader of MISA used to gather
members from the whole country.

1’10"

negative
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417 15.April
418 16.04 h 15:30
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ProTV
OTV

TV news/show. Issue at stake
News: One more preventive custody warrant on the name of Gregorian Bivolaru. The
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News: A new custody warrant was issued on the name of Gregorian Bivolaru.

Duration

Observations

0'30"

negative

2'

neutral

16.04 h
419 17:00, 18:00 REALITATEA TV

News: In order to be sure that the leader of MISA will be extradited for being judged in
the country, the Romanian court completed the file with much more serious
accusations.

0'50"

negative

420 16.04 h 18:00

News: Under MISA’s umbrella Bivolaru was coordinating a network of prostitutes which
was doing traffic with women abroad […] sexual orgies in the middle of which Guru,
together with his yoga students, was satisfying the most deviant sexual curiosities. But
these practices were also exploited for getting money.

2'

negative

421 16.04 h 18:30 NATIONAL TV

News: After they were recruited, the victims were sequestered in ashrams. Bivolaru and
his subordinates were obliging them to be prostitutes or to play in erotic shows
transmitted on internet.

1’50"

negative

422 16.April

News: Judicial sources claim that Bivolaru would have brought in the MISA ashrams
tens of yoga students and obliged them to work.

1’30"

negative

PRIMA TV

TVR1

423 16.04 h 19:00

PRO TV

News: Since December 2001 until March last year inside MISA a kind of mini-group of
very well organised offenders was made […] it was a real business, since more than
two hundred girls were illegally taken out of the country, sent to Japan and forced to be
prostitutes there.

2'20"

negative

424 17.04 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

News: A witness:”… they were working 8 - 12 hours per day […] they became slaves,
unconscious, manipulated.[…] the most serious was karma yoga in Japan in which a lot
of money were made in ugly ways…”

2'20"

negative

News: A Danish ex-deputy advices Bivolaru step by step. Ulla Sandbaek supports the
cause of the spiritual leader of MISA.

3'

neutral

425 17.04

PRO TV

426 19.04

NATIONAL TV

News: According to the prosecutors, the MISA students were used by these people for
unpaid work […] by these kinds of works, MISA built tens of ashrams, villas and a hotel
in Costinesti.

1'

negative

427 19.04 h 19:00

PRO TV

News: The prosecutors of Bucharest accuse Gregorian Bivolaru that he exploited the
members and fans of MISA , forcing them to work in the spirit of integration in absolute.

2'20"

negative

428 19.04 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

News: The investigators say that the two (MISA leadership) were leading the ashrams
in capital, where members from all over the country used to come and do volunteer
work for the use of MISA.. The prosecutors considered this way of exploitation a form of
modern slavery.

0'30"

negative

429 19.04 h 20:00

OTV

News: Gregorian Bivolaru is charged with sexual intercourse with a minor girl.

1'10"

negative

430 19.04 h 23:00

TVR1

News: the leadership of MISA is penal investigated together with Gregorian Bivolaru.
The prosecutors made a new file. In this file the names of Nicolae Catrina and Claudiu
Trandafir appear. They are suspected of taking advantage of the organisation’s
members.

2'

negative

431 23:00, 24:00, REALITATEA TV

News: The president and vice-president of MISA, Nicolae Catrina si ClaudiuTrandafir,
are penally investigated in the file in which Gregorian Bivolaru was arrested in absence
last week.

1'

negative

432 20.04 h 24:00

B1 TV

News: we do not know how Gregorian Bivolaru left the country, but the authorities do
not bring any light upon it.

1'

negative

433 20.04 h 19:30

OTV

News: ...the mentality of policemen who encouraged the crimes at the borders. A good
example in this regard is Gregorian Bivolaru’s miraculous exit of the country.

3'

negative

434 20.04 h 23:00

PRO TV

News: today the ex-attorney of Gregorian Bivolaru, Mihai Rapcea, met the prosecutors.
He was heard as witness in the file. Meanwhile, Guru waits for the authorities’ decision
in Sweden.

1'30"

negative

435 20.04 h 23:00 REALITATEA TV

News: After two hours of hearing as a witness, Rapcea accused the prosecutors that
they wanted to denigrate the yoga movement founded by Bivolaru.

0'45"

negative

436 20.04 h 19:00

TVR1

News: Gregorian Bivolaru illegally left the country. This is the conclusion at which the
leadership of border police came for the moment. At the same time seventeen persons
adepts of MISA were summoned to the Prosecutor’s Office.

3'20"

negative

437 28.04 h 24:00

B1 TV

News: Sounds like a comedy movie title, but precisely complies with the meaning of the
message that the movement’s adepts transmitted on Thursday.

1'30"

negative

438 28.04 h 08:00 NATIONAL TV

News: Romania transmitted a new extradition request on the name of Gregorian
Bivolaru, charged with persons traffic. Another 17 MISA members are also accused,
about whom the prosecutors claim that used the yoga students for different works for
MISA use.

0'55"

negative

439 20.04 h 17:00 REALITATEA TV

News: The MISA members protested today in front of the general prosecutor’s office
against the way their spiritual leader is investigated…

1'05"

negative

440 03.05 h 23:00

ATENA 1

News: 2000 MISA adepts went to Baile Herculane for the traditional spiral at which
Gregorian Bivolaru never missed. Since he has troubles with the justice he was not
seen anymore.

0'30"

negative

441 03.05 h 16:00

PRO TV

News: This year Gregorian Bivolaru misses the yoga international symposium that takes
place in Baile Herculane until May 8.

2'

neutral

19.04 h

1:00, 2:00
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News: 3000 yoga students came to unite their thoughts and meditate in Herculane.

3'

neutral

News: Even though their leader is absent, more than 1500 members of Gregorian
Bivolaru’s movement are going to make a yang spiral tonight.

2'

negative

News: Although Gregorian Bivolaru is arrested in Sweden, the members of MISA state
that they get in touch with their leader. At least this is what the 3000 yoga students
gathered in Baile Herculane claim.

1'50"

negative

445 04.05 h 18:30 NATIONAL TV

News: Today Gregorian Bivolaru was again in the middle of his adepts. Guru didn’t
leave Sweden, but the thousands of MISA members who assaulted the resort had him
beside them using an audio record.

1'40"

neutral

446 04.05 h 18:00

PRIMA TV

News: More than 3000 adepts of MISA recharged themselves in the great spiral
organised last evening. Their leader would also need some beneficial effects, since he
is detained in Sweden, especially because if he is extradited, the chances to miss the
yang spirals for years grow.

2'

negative

447 04.05 h 19:00

PRO TV

News: Meditation, focus and prayers. Last evening in Herculane, 1500 yoga students
formed the yang spiral.

2'45"

neutral

448 04.05 h 22:30

PRO TV

News: They look for integration in absolute. This evening, more than 1500 members of
GB’s movement made the yang spiral, even though their leader is absent.

2'

neutral

B1 TV

News: The leadership of the General Inspectorate of Police wait for the Swedish judges
to discuss the request for extraditing Gregorian Bivolaru charged with persons traffic,
organised crime and sexual intercourse with a minor girl.

0'40"

negative

News: The prosecutors sequestered 70 buildings belonging to some MISA members
penal investigated. The buildings from Bucharest are the famous ashrams where the
adepts of Bivolaru used to be accommodated. A few of the ex-adepts now claim
damages of 10 million euro.

0'50"

negative

News: The prosecutors applied securing sequester on 70 buildings owned by some
MISA students for being able to pay the damages of 5 million euro to five ex-members
who accuse MISA of having exploited them.

3'55"

neutral

452 06.05 h 21:00 REALITATEA TV

News: The prosecutors pertaining to the Court of Appeal Bucharest made a new penal
file on the basis of seven complaints submitted by ex-yoga students who claim
damages of five million euro.

0'50"

neutral

453 06.05 h 23:00 REALITATEA TV

News: Even though Gregorian Bivolaru is detained in Sweden, the yoga students
continued their integration and made a spiral, claiming that thus they charge themselves
with energies attracted from cosmos.

2'20"

neutral

454 06.05 h 19:00

TVR1

News: MISA could remain without 70 ashrams. While Gregorian Bivolaru wait in
Sweden to see if he will be extradited or not, the prosecutors decided to start the
procedure of sequestering several houses, apartments and storage rooms belonging to
MISA.

0'30"

neutral

455 07.05 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

News: While the yoga students are in Herculane, several of their buildings were
sequestered. It seems that at the last spiral, last summer, in Costinesti, Bivolaru got
disguised for not being recognised.

1'20"

negative

456 07.05 h 15:30

NATONAL TV

News: The prosecutors sequestered 70 out of the ashrams or buildings where the MISA
adepts used to gather.

0'50"

neutral

457 07.05 h 19:00 NATIONAL TV

News: Although Gregorian Bivolaru is detained in Sweden, 2000 yoga students from
more than 20 countries gathered in a huge yang spiral in Herculane.

1'20"

neutral

458 07.05 h 18:00

PRIMA TV

News: In Baile Herculane, 2000 MISA adepts from the country and abroad united their
bodies and spirits and, as they say, achieved the fusion with the absolute

1'20"

negatv

459 07.05 h 19:00

PRO TV

News: The camp MISA organised in Herculane is coming to an end. More than 2000
yoga students entered last evening in a huge spiral.

6'10"

neutral

460 08.05 h 19:00

PRO TV

News: Premiere: a couple of yoga students accepted to tell us about themselves.

2'10"

neutral

461 13.05 h 17:30 NATIONAL TV

News: The leader of MISA could be extradited. The Swedish judges hear him today for
deciding if they will send him home or not.

0'55"

negative

462 13.05 h 21:00 REALITATEA TV

News: MISA threats the authorities from Romania with a total war. Today the yoga
students got out in the street again.

0'30"

negative

463 15.05 h 19:00

News: Arabela is a yoga student who accepted to testify against Gregorian Bivolaru
whom she accuses of abuses and exploitation. In the last penal file there are eight
victims who claimed damages seven billion lei, five million euros and 250 thousands
dollars.

3'

negative

442 03.05 h 18:00

PRIMA TV

443 03.05 h 19:00

PRO TV

444 04.05 h 16:00

ANTENA 1

449 05.05 h

450 06.05 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

451 06.05 h 19:00

PRO TV

PRO TV

TV news/show. Issue at stake

464 15.05 h 6:00 REALITATEA TV

News: Gregorian Bivolaru could spend a long time in Sweden before being judged for
the extradition request. The Swedish administration stated that the trial could last even
two years.

0'40"

neutral

465 16.05 h 11:30

News: Making a final decision regarding the request of the MISA leader could last two
years. The Guru’s disciples try to influence favourably the decision making through a
site.

1'

negative

News: The parliamentarian commission for the human rights from the Finnish
Parliament requests the Swedish justice to reject the extradition request for Gregorian
Bivolaru.

0'25"

neutral

NATONAL TV

466 16.05 h 18:00 REALITATEA TV
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News: The parliamentarian commission for the human rights from the Finnish
Parliament defends the MISA leader and requests the rejection of the extradition
request. We shall see how much the position of the Finnish parliamentarians will weight
in the Swedish judges’ decision.

0'30"

negative

1'30"

neutral

3'

negative

467 16.05 h 18:00

PRIMA TV

468 20.05 h 13:00

PRO TV

News: A few tens of MISA yoga students demonstrated this morning in front of the
ProTV station. The yoga students peacefully protested against what they call the lies
said about MISA.

469 20.05 h 19:00

PRO TV

News: After several rallies at Government and Parliament, the MISA yoga students
protested today at Pro TV headquarters. The students of Gregorian Bivolaru are upset
that Pro TV has presented in the news programs the prosecutors’ accusation (in a
distorted way - our note).

470 21.05 h 18:00 NATIONAL TV

News: Gregorian Bivolaru’s attorneys state that is absurd to arrest the same person
twice and that the second warrant can not be applied.

0'30"

neutral

471 07.06 h 02:13 REALITATEA TV

News:The mentor of MISA, Gregorian Bivolaru, remains behind bars.

0'30"

negative

472 07.06 h 06:21 REALITATEA TV

News: The Scandinavian press claims that the leader of MISA has chances to get
political asylum, which would make the investigation regarding him very difficult.

0'50"

negative

473 08.06 h 19:00

PRO TV

News: He has a bear and long hair. Seems calm and trustful in the Swedish authorities’
decision. The destiny of the MISA’s leader is now in the hands of the Government from
Stockholm.

3'56"

negative

474 09.06 h 19:00

PRO TV

News: The story of the MISA’ spiritual leader can prevent Romania from adhering to
European Union. Gregorian Bivolaru remains behind bars and will be sent to the
superior courts from Sweden.

3'40"

negative

475 09.06 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

News: Gregorian Bivolaru will remain at least one month more in Sweden.

1'36"

negative

1'

neutral

476 10.06 h 10:00 REALITATEA TV

News: The MISA’s representatives came to protest against all the authorities’ misuse of
prerogatives in their case.

477 10.06 h 12:04 REALITATEA TV

News: The adepts of MISA protested in Bucharest, thus wanting to draw the attention
upon the misuse of prerogatives that the justice subjects them to, as well as their
spiritual leader, Gregorian Bivolaru

1'50"

neutral

478 10.06 h 18:22 REALITATEA TV

News: 200 MISA members protested today in front of the Parliament [..] From two
months ago Bivolaru is in the custody of the police in Sweden.

0'55"

negative

479 10.06 h 15:08 NATIONAL TV

News: The members of the Movement for Spiritual Integration in Absolute gathered in
front of the Parliament for denouncing the authorities’ misuse of prerogatives.

0'49"

neutral

480 10.06 h 17:35

News: The adepts of MISA yoga school again in the street. They protest against the
justice system, claiming that abuses targeted at them were made. The ex-prime minister
Adrian Nastase is supposed to have wanted by all means to send Gregorian Bivolaru
behind bars.

2'32"

negative

481 17.06 h 14:34 NATIONAL TV

News: More than 250 MISA members protested in front of Cotroceni Palace. They want
to support the reform in justice.

1'49"

negative

482 17.06 h 18:30 NATIONAL TV

News: Hundreds of MISA members were protesting in the University Square.

1'54"

negative

483 23.06 h 1:08 REALITATEA TV

News: Two Finnish parliamentarians claim that if Bivolaru is extradited he would have
no fair trail. For supporting their request, the two Finnish parliamentarians said they
were confronted with a case in which the Romanian applicant for asylum proved that he
was the victim of the Romanian authorities’ persecutions. Since April 5 the mentor of
MISA, Gregorian Bivolaru, is in the custody of the police in Malmo, waiting for the
extradition request, as well as the request for political asylum in Sweden, to be judged.

1'03"

neutral

484 26.06 h 19:00

PROTV

News: On Sanziene, in Baciu forest many yoga students gather, too.

2'02"

negative

485 23.07 h 1:03

ANTENA 3

News: According to the local press, the Swedish prosecutors have strong reasons to
think that the accusations against guru are real and returning Bivolaru to the Romanian
authorities is just a matter of time. In the last ten years, the Supreme Court from
Sweden rejected 99% of the asylum requests. Archive images with Grieg are shown.

0'52"

negative

486 23.07 h 13:00

PRO TV

News: Gregorian Bivolaru remains in custody in Malmo, after what the Swedish judges
rejected the release request submitted by his attorney. Why political asylum in Sweden
and not in Denmark, where MISA movement has a strong core?

2'21"

negative

487 24.07 h 9:30

NATIONAL TV

News: According to the local press, the Swedish prosecutors have strong reasons to
think that the accusations against guru are real and returning Bivolaru to the Romanian
authorities is just a matter of time. In the last ten years, the Supreme Court from
Sweden rejected 99% of the asylum requests.

1'22"

negative

488 24.07 h 13:00 NATIONAL TV

News: According to the local press, the Swedish prosecutors have strong reasons to
think that the accusations against guru are real and returning Bivolaru to the Romanian
authorities is just a matter of time. In the last ten years, the Supreme Court from
Sweden rejected 99% of the asylum requests.

1'25"

negative

OTV
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1'25"

neutral

489 25.07 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

News: The decision of the authorities in Malmo regarding the asylum request is about
to be announced.

490 01.08 h 20:00

PRO TV

News: After Gregorian Bivolaru, the Czech Frantisek Priplata, convicted for instigation
to homicide is the second famous fugitive.

1'10"

negative

491 01.08 h 18:36

ANTENA 3

News: Tens of offenders are under general pursuit after they illegally left the country.
The same humiliating for the authorities was the disappearance of Gregorian Bivolaru,
the spiritual leader of MISA, who ran in Sweden, although he had no passport anymore.

0'30"

negative

492 01.08 h 17:00

ANTENA 1

News: Famous names of those who succeeded to avoid prison by running away are
reviewed. Gregorian Bivolaru tried to get out of the country twice and the last time he
succeeded. A photo with Grieg is shown and on it is written: Gregorian Bivolaru, sexual
crimes.

0'30"

negative

493 15.08 h 20:00

PRO TV

News: Imprisoned in Malmo, the MISA’s leader, Gregorian Bivolaru, refuses to
cooperate with the Romanian prosecutors in the investigation in which is is charged with
organised crime and persons traffic.

1'18"

neutral

494 16.08 h 16:00

PRO TV

News: Deep hit for Gregorian Bivolaru. The leader of MISA didn’t get political asylum in
Sweden.

3'28"

negative

495 16.08 h 21:10

ANTENA 3

News: Gregorian Bivolaru didn’t get political asylum in Sweden.

0'34"

negative

496 16.08 h 14:00 NATIONAL TV

News: The Swedish Migration Office rejected Gregorian Bivolaru’s asylum request.

0'50"

neutral

497 17.08 h 11:00 NATIONAL TV

News: The Swedish Migration Office rejected Gregorian Bivolaru’s asylum request.

0'50"

neutral

498 17.08 h 20:00

B1TV

News: The Swedish authorities for migrations rejected the political asylum request of
the MISA spiritual leader. This could accelerate the extradition procedures.

0'25"

negative

499 17.08 h 20:00

ANTENA 1

News: Gregorian Bivolaru will defend his own cause in front of the judges from Sweden.

2'20"

negative

5'22"

negative

1'47"

neutral

502 19.08 h 17:16 NATIONAL TV

News: Every year this is the philosophy of the MISA members who gather on the
seaside for a few sessions of meditation.

1'10"

negative

503 22.08 h 21:10

PRO TV

News: ... the yoga students needed two days of meditation in places which are closed
and strongly guarded, with high walls of fence and wood…

3'26"

negative

504 22.08 h 14:00

PRO TV

News: The second spiral in this summer finished without guru. The two groups of men
and women who stayed separately for a while fusioned physically and spiritually.

1'25"

negative

505 23.08 h 20:00

ANTENA 1

News:..in the gulf in Costinesti, the yoga students get relaxed and take bath for
integrating themselves better in absolute, preferring to seem like simple tourists.

1'45"

negative

506 25.08 h 21:00

ANTENA 1

News: The adepts of the Movement for Spiritual Integration in Absolute will try again to
telepathically contact their guru Bivolaru, without the Swedish authorities that detain him
to notice this. They have sent guru telepathic encouragements. This time also, the topic
of the meditation was the induction of the state of liberation through divine miracle.

1'23"

negative

507 26.08 h 21:00

ANTENA 1

2'23"

negative

508 26.08 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

2'27"

negative

500 18.08 h 21:00

PRO TV

501 19.08 h 15:00

PRIMA TV

News: Hundreds of yoga students assaulted Costinesti and get ready to charge
themselves with positive energy in the absence of their leader who is in the police
custody in Malmo. The yoga students who take part in the camp were advised by some
booklets what are allowed to do and not. For example they have no right to allow being
filmed.
News: The yoga students gathered again in Costinesti for one of the greatest... spirals.

News: ... this morning, completely naked or wearing bathing suits, the Romanian
students, as well as those from abroad, were doing the last meditation exercises.
News:.. Launching the negative energies that will be sent away with the help of the
great spiral. This is a multi functional spiral. By it, the yoga students will also get in
touch with guru Bivolaru. The preparations have started today with different relaxation
postures.

509 27.08 h 12:38 NATIONAL TV

News: ..the members of the movement left their families and jobs for living in the so
called ashrams. Suspected that they are drug users. On the other side, the members of
the movement claim that they search the spiritual evolution and the ultimate goal is the
integration in absolute.

1'44'

negative

510 27.08 h 13:00

News: Thousands of people are expected today in Costinesti for making the great spiral
organised every year by the Movement for Spiritual Integration in Absolute.

2'34"

neutral

511 27.08 h 14:21 REALITATEA TV

News: .. joy and even bliss. This is what those who take part in MISA’s exceptional
spiral in Costinesti hope to experience.

1'30"

negative

512 27.08 h 16:17 REALITATEA TV

News: The adepts of MISA gathered today in the great spiral in Costinesti. The event is
annual.

3'52"

neutral

513 27.08 h 10:00 NATIONAL TV

News:.. And sometimes even ecstasy. This is what those more than five thousands of
people who took part in the exceptional MISA spiral in Costinesti felt today.

4'08"

negative

514 27.08 h 11:00

News: ...gathered today in Costinesti for the most important spiral in this year, the
exceptional hiatus spiral.

3'20"

neutral

ANTENA 3

PRO TV
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2'50"

negative

515 27.08 h 11:00

PRIMA TV

News: Guru Gregorian Bivolaru was today in the youth resort, not physically, but
spiritually, dominating the mind and soul of each of his adept. The common Romanians
see in MISA a movement made of strange people and sexually obsessed. A sect that
under the appearance of some yoga courses does in fact sexual orgies. The words on
everybody’s lips are: group sex, urine therapy, perversions. It is said that the students of
MISA courses deny their parents, leave their families, children and jobs for living
together in the so called ashrams. Many of the adepts become depressive and reach
the psychiatry hospitals.

516 27.08 h 10:40

ANTENA 1

News: (about Gregorian Bivolaru- our note) : « He tried to leave the country dressed as
a woman and he got charged with illegally crossing the border.”

7'36"

negative

517 27.08 h 1:15

NATIONAL TV

News: M.I.S.A. met today in Costinesti for creating a huge human spiral.

1'55"

neutral

518 28.08 h 10:20

ANTENA 1

News: Images from an erotic show dedicated to Bivolaru are shown.

6'40"

negative

519 29.08 h 18:18 REALITATEA TV

News: The adepts of MISA gathered today in the great spiral from Costinesti. The
event is annual.

3'59"

neutral

520 29.08 h 14:00 NATIONAL TV

News: According to a central newspaper, two of guru Gregorian Bivolaru’s lieutenants
have left the country.

1'09"

negative

521 29.08 h 11:32

ANTENA 1

News: The judge woman accused that had played in an erotic film for MISA requests to
the Supreme Court to defend her reputation, since she was just looking similarly with
the actress in that film. The judge Simona Lungu was also accused that she was an
illegal stakeholder in a company and lied in her fortune statement.

1:34

negative

522 29.08 h 13:45

PRO TV

News: The adepts of MISA who are in the camp in Costinesti do not rest even for one
moment, making large, harmonious movements that seem strange to those uninitiated:
the greeting of the Sun. Gregorian Bivolaru prepares himself for facing finally the
Swedish justice.

4'19"

negative

523 29.08 h 12:45

ANTENA 1

News: The investigation made by the Supreme council of Magistracy indicated that the
judge really played in an erotic movie.

1'38"

negative

524 29.08 h 20:00

PRO TV

News: The meditation is a very difficult one. Only experienced yoga students have
access to it. Those who succeed to capture the energies say that the exhausting spirals
seem much easier.

2'45"

negative

525 29.08 h 18:00

PRO TV

News: Gregorian Bivolaru will find out if is extradited or not. The Swedish authorities set
the date of the last hearing in the wake of which the final decision will be made.

negative

526 19.09 h 15:39 NATIONAL TV

News: The judge Simona Lungu, member of M.I.S.A., charged with pornography, suited
in court the Supreme Council of Magistracy for they didn’t defend her professional
reputation.

3'47

neutra

527 27.09 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

Observator: The adepts of M.I.S.A ask to the Queen of Sweden to get involved in the
matter of Gregorian Bivolaru, thus reaching the heads with crowns. How much
impressed will be Silvia of Sweden by the extradition of Gregorian Bivolaru. …

9'31"

negative

528 Sept h 22:03

NATIONALTV

News:….The Supreme Council of Magistracy rejected the case of judge Simona Lungu,
member of MISA, accused of playing in an erotic movie…

2'

negative

529 Sept h 19:00

ProTV

News: Member of M.I.S.A., Judge Simona Lungu, accused of pornography, was forced
to quit and now intends to requests President Traian Basescu to reconsider the decision
of her dismissal from magistracy.

3'03"

neutral

530 Sept h 19:00

NATIONAL TV

News: “the porn judge” Simona Lungu fights in Court the members of the Supreme
Council of Magistracy who didn’t defend her professional reputation and for this reason
she had to quit. Moreover, she got ill after the scandal started.

5'34"

negative

531 Sept h 20:02

OTV

News: …Member of M.I.S.A. Simona Lungu or “porn judge”, as she was nicknamed,
entered the focus of the Superior Council of Magistracy after the investigation related to
the name of Gregorian Bivolaru.

6'49"

neutral

532 Oct h 11:02

NATIONAL TV

News: “The representatives of M.I.S.A. have requested the General Prosecutor of
Romania, Ilie Botos, to quit in a rally in which they have shown he was the moral
responsible for all the misuses of prerogatives targeted at the MISA adepts and their
leader Gregorian Bivolaru.

0'49"

neutral

ANTENA 3

News: The trial of extradition of the spiritual leader of MISA, Gregorian Bivolaru, starts
today in Sweden in increased security conditions. Gregorian Bivolaru was caught in
Malmo on April 5.

1'39"

negative

534 11.10 h 22:00

ANTENA 1

News: Gregorian Bivolaru’s extradition trial takes place in a building separated from that
of the Supreme Court for security reasons. Gregorian Bivolaru got caught on April 5,
after he was under general pursuit through Interpol by the authorities from Bucharest.
Images from the arrest in Bucharest without mentioning “archive.”

2'24"

negative

535

ANTENA 1

News: The trial of Gregorian Bivolaru, M.I.S.A’s leader, started today at the Supreme
court in Stockholm with increased security measures. Tendentious images: Grieg with
handcuffs and surrounded by the special troupes beside images from the police raids,
without the mention “archive“ .

2'

neutral

533 11.10 h 13:05
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ANTENA 1

News: It seems that Guru Gregorian Bivolaru tried to escape from the hands of the
Swedish authorities. For this reason the extradition trial started in Sweden in conditions
of maximum security. For the last three weeks Gregorian Bivolaru has been forbidden to
communicate with the outer world.

2'

negative

537 11.10 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

News: Bivolaru was heard for five hours by the magistrates of the Supreme Court and
the hearings will continue tomorrow. Bivolaru’s case was judged in another building than
the one of the Supreme Court for security reasons, with the doors closed. The special
measures were taken after there was an information that he was about to be illegally
released from the custody of the Swedish authorities by some close people.

5'16"

negative

538 11.10 h 19:00

PROTV

News: Judgment day has come. In Sweden the request for extraditing Gregorian
Bivolaru is discussed in front of five magistrates of the Supreme Court of Justice in
Stockholm where MISA’s leader and two defence witnesses appeared.

5'50"

neutral

7'

negative

536

TV station

TV news/show. Issue at stake

539 11.10 h 21:29

ANTENA 3

News: close to extradition. The Swedish had the information that the escape of Bivolaru
is planned and for this reason, in the last three weeks, the Romanian was forbidden to
communicate with the external world. Tendentious images from the arrest in Romania
wearing handcuffs. Images with Madalina from the searches, without the mention
“archive” (our note).

540 12.10 h 19:00

PROTV

News: Image hit in favor of Gregorian Bivolaru. ...guru got un unexpected help. The one
who testified is the very MADALINA DUMITRU, the one the scandal started from.

11'

negative

ANTENA 1

News: Madalina Dumitru, the victim, comes to help Gregorian Bivolaru. She testified
today in the trial that takes place in Sweden, stating that she was constrained to give to
the prosecutors the statement in which she was accusing GB. Images without any
connection with the present time, from archive, but without this mention, plus
tendentious group of images with Gregorian’s face on the background of the Madalina’s
testimony that she was forced by the prosecutors to give statements against GB (our
note).

1'

negative

542 12.10 h 6:14 REALITATEA TV

News: Madalina Dumitru defended the innocence of MISA’s leader and stated again
that she was constrained to give the incriminating statement to the prosecutors. The
supposed victim had withdrawn her complaints after one month, stating that she made
the incriminating statement under pressure.

3'

neutral

543 13.10 h 19:00

“After a mysterious disappearance of almost one year, Madalina Dumitru accepted to
get out to light again, being the key witness in the trial regarding the extradition of
Bivolaru in Sweden. But, strange, the trial took place in strict conditions of security.
Archive images with Madalina, without this mention.

15'

negative

ANTENA 1

News: M.I.S.A Organization from Moldavia seems stronger than ever. The leader of the
adepts is a university teacher, Nicolae Cojan, whose house was searched by the
special troupes. But his file remained blocked at the prosecutors from Iasi. Cojan
continues to guide those from Iasi in the search of absolute… All of them pray for their
spiritual leader to remain far from investigators, in Sweden.

2'56"

negative

NATIONAL TV

News: M.I.S.A. requests that the General Prosecutor of Romania, Ilie Botos, to quit or
be dismissed, since he is considered the main guilty person for degrading the image of
the Yoga School and for the violent and, as they consider, abusive way the searches
took place, as well as for the confiscation of some goods and for the sequester on 70
personal private houses.

3'

negative

546 19.10 h 23:30

News: GRIEG’s extradition is associated with the extradition cases of MUNAF si
PASARIS. The director of the Ministry of Justice spoke about... the conditions in which
MISA’s leader, Gregorian Bivolaru, could be extradited. “The final decision in Sweden is
made by the Government, in case he will be extradited or not. In case the extradition
request will be refused, Bivolaru will be judged in absence, which now already happens
(in Romania, our note) in the trial in Sibiu.”

1'52"

negative

547 19.10 h 12:11 REALITATEA TV

News: Gregorian Bivolaru’s disciples organise today the fourth successive protest by
which they ask for the change of the General Prosecutor. Bivolaru’s disciples state that
the General Prosecutors’ Office and the Minister of Justice are responsible for
destroying the School of Yoga. Moreover, the members of MISA state that their rights of
being heard regarding the penal complaints were ignored.

2'

negative

548 20.10 h 19:00

ANTENA 1

News: A defeat for the Romanian authorities who try to bring him in the country, in front
of the justice. Bivolaru will be investigated in freedom, according to a decision of the
Swedish Supreme Court. He can not be charged with sexual intercourse with a minor or
persons traffic and is allowed to leave Sweden at any time.

2'20"

neutral

ANTENA 3

«Gregorian Bivolaru was released this afternoon from the custody in Malmo … »

1'

neutral

News: Bivolaru had a very well thought strategy, because Sweden is a country with
quite a permissive legislation regarding the crimes Gregorian Bivolaru is charged with,
on one side, and on the other side, the main accuser, Madalina Dumitru said in
Romania something and in Sweden something else. And she adds she was forced to
give that statement. In Sweden to be taken into custody only because you are a yogi
doesn’t work.

5'19"

negative

News: Surprise decision: the leader of MISA,. Gregorian Bivolaru, is free. The decision
was made today by the Supreme Court from Sweden.

2'

negative

541 12.10 h 22:00

544 19.10 h 19:00

545 19.10 h 9:37

20.10 h

549 18:00, 21:00

550 20.10 h 19:00

PROTV

B1 TV

551 20.10 h 18:30 NATIONAL TV
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News: Gregorian Bivolaru is free again… »

1'

neutral

News: Free as the spirit. The Swedish judges made a surprising decision and today
released Gregorian Bivolaru, which represents the first lost fight of the Romanian
Justice who wants GURU back. Now MISA’s leader has nothing else to do than to
expect free and relaxed the decision of the Supreme Court in Stockholm. It is very
important to understand that was happened today was not a final decision […]

2'

negative

554 20.10 h 17:00 REALITATEA TV

News: The leader of MISA can do what ever he wants until the Supreme Court in
Sweden will decide regarding the extradition request.

1'

neutral

555 20.10 h 18:00 REALITATEA TV

News: From this moment on, Gregorian Bivolaru is a free man, and Romania’s chances
to see him in the country are smaller and smaller. The gesture of the officials from
Sweden is nothing else but an extremely bad gesture, a bad sign for our country and
this because it seems to us that the officials from Sweden already made their opinion.

2'

negative

556 20.10 h 23:36 REALITATEA TV

News: Speaking about stupid people: the great GURU from Tartasesti, Gregorian
Bivolaru, is again free as a bird and can integrate again in ABSOLUTE or in whoever he
wants. The Supreme Court in Sweden will decide if they give the urinologist to the
Romanian authorities.

2'

negative

557 20.10 h 19:00

TVR1

News: The leader of MISA, Gregorian Bivolaru, was released today in Malmo, in the
wake of a decision made by the Swedish judges. The magistrates considered that the
pieces of evidence in the file brought from Romania are not strong enough to justify
prevention measures. Archive images.

2'

neutral

558 21.10 h 9:05

ANTENA 3

News: He was released from the custody of the Swedish police. A defeat for the
Romanian authorities who have been trying uselessly, for almost two years, to bring him
in front of justice.

1'26"

negative

559 21.10 h 9:08 REALITATEA TV

News: Gregorian Bivolaru is free, after he left Romania where he was investigated for
sexual intercourse with a minor girl. He requested political asylum in Sweden. He was
arrested at the border, then, because of a procedure error, the warrant was cancelled.
He succeeded to leave the country and was found in Sweden.

2'11"

negative

560 21.10 h 12:02

ANTENA 3

News: ...as long as Gregorian Bivolaru remains on the Swedish territory a new request
could be formulated only in order to execute the punishment in eventuality of sentencing
a decision of conviction in absence. Also, in case he would leave the Swedish territory
and would be localised on some other state’s territory.

13'56"

negative

561 21.10 h 13:00

PROTV

News: Serious hit given to the Romanian justice: Gregorian Bivolaru will not be
extradited. This is a really surprising decision!

1'28"

negative

News: The MISA’s leader is free to go and is outside the jurisdiction of the Romanian
authorities.

0'58"

negative

News: MISA’s leader is not only free, but he can not even be sent in the Romanian
justice’s hands.

1'11"

negative

564 21.10 h 18:00 REALITATEA TV

News: even though there was not really a surprise the news that the Swedish
magistrates rejected the request of the Romanian party for extraditing GURU took
someone by surprise, the very Romanian prosecutors.

1'44"

negative

565 21.10 h 18:12

ANTENA 3

News: Gregorian Bivolaru doesn’t want at all to come back in the country. Here the
policemen and prosecutors wait for him to give him in the justice’s hands. A new
request could be formulated only for executing the punishment in the eventuality of
sentencing a conviction decision.

4'50"

negative

566 22.10 h 18:00

PRIMA TV

News: Bivolaru will not come back in Romania very soon, since here an arrest warrant
and probably a conviction in absence await him.

4'20"

negative

567 22.10 h 19:00

PROTV

News: Gregorian Bivolaru can not be extradited. In the wake of the decision made
today, the Romanian justice loses an important battle on the international level.

7'11"

negative

568 22.10 h 19:00

ANTENA1

News: Gregorian Bivolaru, GURU submitted a residence request in Sweden. If
rejected, the MISA’s leader should go into another country which opens new
possibilities to the Romanian authorities.

4'55"

negative

569 22.10 h 18:00

ANTENA 1

News: The hurried investigators lost this case and transformed MISA's leader in a victim
that the European democracies deplore.

5'47"

negative

570 23.10 h 0:09

ANTENA 1

News: The state still has to deal with the issue of bringing Bivolaru back to Romania in
order to attend the case against him. Bivolaru is not the only person for whom the
Romanian authorities did not succeed in receiving the extradition for. Images of G.B.
associated to notorious mob members. (editor's note)

3'12"

negative

20 oct 2005-

552 10:30 18:00

553 20.10 h 19:00

TV station
PRIMA TV

PROTV

562 21.10 h 13:00 REALITATEA TV
21.10 h 10

563 :30, 16 :00

ANTENA 1

TV news/show. Issue at stake
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